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THE IIEW LOIIG·DISTAIICE FLYER, 

ISSUES THE 222·METER CHALLEIIGEI 
Parker Brothers introduces Skyro~ 

the Incredible Flying Object. On 
December 28, 1979, at San Francisco's 
Golden Gate Park, the first Skyro 
distance record of 222 meters was set 
by Tom McRann, employing a backhand 
throw. This record, spanning the length 
of nearly 2¥z football fields, is phenom
enal. But we're confident that the record 
will be broken ... by another Skyro. 

AN AERODYNAMIC 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Skyro is the first stable flyer ever 
made without a thick outer rim. This 
results in low drag, making possible a 
dramatic long-distance flight with an 

easy throw. You can fly Skyro for dis
tance or do tricks. Flight characteristics 
can be instantly fine-tuned in the field 
simply by bending. 

COMPUTER-OPTIMIZED 
DESIGN 

Skyro is tough and flexible, incorpo
rating a high-impact ABS plastic center 
with a pliable kraton rubber edge. The 
computer-optimized airfoil design lets 
you throw Skyro incredible distances 
without an incredible effort. 

THE $1,000 SKYRO 
CHALLENGE 

We're looking for someone to break 

®skyro is Parker Brothers registered trademark for its toy flying ring. 

the 222-meter Skyro record. And you'll 
have your chance on July 12-13 in an 
event to be held in Boulder, Colorado, 
and sponsored by the Free Style 
Players Association Independent Circuit. 

Total prize purse will be $1,000. For 
complete competition details write: 
Skyro c/o Flying Disc Magazine, 
P. 0. Box 342, Newark, N.Y. 14513. 

@1980 Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 01915. 
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The reasons people are attracted to disc flying are as varied as there are discs. For some 
it is solely the enjoyment of watching a disc soar freely among the ai r currents. For others: 
the people they gather with is the main attractiveness of the sport , the actual disc flying 
being just the ritual that brings them together. There are others whose primary concern is 
getting enough exercise to maintain their phys ical fitness, and they view disc flying as an 
economical and enjoyable means to this end. 

I, myself, am one of the many who are addicted to disc flying because of the high 
intensity athletic competition it offers. I thrive on the challenge of competitive sports, any 
sport. Disc flying represents the sport I decided to major in, so to speak . That decision 
came only after competing in just about every sport in the book. Following a high school 
career in football, baseball, soccer, wrestling, and track , I went on to intercollegiate fencing 
and gymnastics. But those two alone couldn't quench my thirst for competitive athletics. So 
on the side I competed in as many AAU and intramural tournaments as poss ible: 
swimming, basketball , wrestling, billiards , weight lifting, cross country, touch football, 
softball, badminton , golf (ball), tennis, ping pong, tug-of-war, handball, you name it. 

When I gradua ted from college, I began to suffer athletic withdrawal symptoms, and in 
desperation I entered a fifty mile international bicycle race. At that time I was an avid 
bicycle rider because I didn 't have a car. Whenever I pedaled somewhere, my athleti c 
competitiveness always made me ride hard and fast. I'd race anything on wheels - cars, 
trucks, and even kids on tricycles. In my little home town , no one could touch me on a 
bicycle . For a challenge, I'd have to go up against the Honda 50's and other small 
motorcycles. When I read about the big bicycle race in Buffalo, New York , I knew I had to 
go. I figured I might do well; who knows, I might even win. After all, if I could beat a 
Honda 50, how could a mere mortal pedaling a bicycle beat me?! 

Tell me abqut it. It wasn't so bad that I finished dead last; it was how far back I fini shed 
that was the embarrassing part. Chasing the pack down to the wire, coming across the 
finish line last after fifty grueling miles is one thing , but straggling in over an hour after the 
next to last cyclist finished , after all the trophies had been passed out, the free orange juice 
all gone, and everyone but the clean up crew gone home, that's entirely another thing. Not 
to mention the fellow on his rusty three-speed that passed me up just going down the road 
to the corner store, or the race official driving out on the course looking for me to see if I 
was alright. 

I should have known what I was in for when I arrived at the starting line. Those racers 
looked different than the kids I regularly vanquished back in little old Newark , New York . 
They had special tires, special gears, special shoes, special shirts and shorts, and most o f 
all, special muscles in their legs. Big! 

Talk about sore thumbs sticking out. I was like the proverbial kid in bermuda shorts and 
tennis shoes showing up at the starting line for the Boston Marathon, or the neophyte who 
comes to compete in distance throwing with a dog chewed green regular against J oe 
Youngman and Tim Carmel. I might as well have been lining up my Volkswagon Van on 
the starting grid of the Indy 500. 

I overheard one fellow whisper to his friend , "Is this guy for real?" I pretended I didn't 
hear that. As we were getting ready for the gun, another fellow actually asked me, "Are 
you just riding along to watch the start?" Tha t hurt. But the biggest forewarning was when 
an official came up to me and said I had to put on a helmet in order to race. I said, "What 
helmet? I don't have a helmet. " He then looked me and my bicycle over from top to 
bottom, and after a moment of reflection said , "Oh, go ahead. I guess it won't make any 
difference for you." 

But even after all that , I still exhuded with o ptimism and confidence. I had recently 
completed a hundred mile bicycle journey in fi ve hours. That's 20 miles an hour for five 
hours straight. I thought that was pretty good . How was I supposed to know that these 
guys averaged over 25 miles an hour .... uphill? 

And still for a short while after the gun went off, I really thought I had a chance. I 
didn 't know it then, but in a bicycle race such as this, the first few miles o r so consis t of 
jockeying for position. Everyone waits for someone else to take the lead and break the 
wind. In my naivete, I thought this' was going to be the pace for the whole race . I was 

actually thinking that if these people 
were going to go so slow, I was going 
to go out on my own and build up a 
lead. Sure, first-timer Jim was going 
to show these experienced bicycle 
riders how to ride a race. 

Then all of a sudden one guy takes 
off like he's got a jet engine hidden 
somewhere. I thought he must be a 
crackpot that was going to burn 
himself out. Then another guy blasts 
out of the pack and I begin to 
wonder . Two or three more whip by, 
and then all hell breaks loose; the 
whole pack moves out in one whir
ring, blurring motion. All except one, 
that is . I thought to myself, "I'd bet
ter get going", not realizing that the 
adrenalin and excitement of the 
whole affair already had me going as 
fast as I possibly could . You wouldn't 
believe how fast that pack disap
peared into the horizon, never for my 
eyes to see again. For forty-six miles I 
rode alone and forgotten by 
everyone, except for the official who 
came to see if I was alright. And my 
brother, who thought he must have 
missed me at the finish line. 

But it was all worth it. Here I was 
competing side by side (for the first 
two miles at least) with Olympic and 
World Class cyclists from Germany, 
France, Italy, England, Canada and 
the United States. The best in the 
world . 

Perhaps a bit of paraphrasing will 
sum it up. "It was better to race and 
lose, even embarrassingly so, than 
not to have raced at all." Someday I 
may even try it again. 

For the present though, there is 
more than enough athletic challenge 
and excitement for me right here with 
disc flying. The world's best disc 
flyers are as every bit the accomplish
ed athletes as the world's best bicycle 
riders are, and every bit as much of a 
challenge for me to go up against. 

Yes, I like mixing it up with the 
best. Even though the day I beat a 
Joey Hudoklin in freestyle or a Joe 
Youngman in distance will come as 
soon as the day I beat those bicycle 
riders in the Tour de France, the fear 
of losing will never hold me back . I 
have too much fun trying ... did I 
ever tell you about my wrestling 
match with Erwin Velasquez? 

I 

I 

J 
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LETTERS 
Dear Editor, 

just got a copy of your new publi
cation and wanted to wish you suc
cess and good fortune in this ven
ture. As the editor of the firstever 
Frisbee® disc news publication (I FA 
News circa 1968), I can appreciate 
the hard work and dedication which 
have gone into your pub I ication and 
you've done an outstanding job. I 
was particularly impressed by Mark 
Danna's superb interview with Scott 
Zimmerman . It was a case of both 
interviewer and interviewee letting 
out al l the stops, and I consider it 
one of the finest examples of 
Frisbee® disc writing I have ever 
seen. 

Also thoroughly enjoyed your 
tribute to john Kirkland as " Disc 
Athlete of the Decade" . As you may 
recall, when john first became in
volved in organized disc competi
tions, it took his skills a brief period 
of time to catch up with his mouth 
and he had the sobriquet " The Great 
Pretender" . It didn' t take too long, 
however, for john to make his deeds 
match his words and his current 
nom de disc of " Friz Whiz " is cer
tainly well deserved. 

The Golden Finger 
Los Angeles, CA 

The Golden Finger is none other than 
Goldy Norton, one of the very first 
disc flyers ever to get involved with 
our sport. Goldy also wrote the very 
first book about Frisbee® discs, en
titled " The Official Frisbee Hand
book ", now quite a valuable collec
tor's item in itself. - Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
I enjoy your magazine very much, but 
I would now I ike to take this 
opportunity to correct an error in one 
of your articles. In the April /May 
issue's article, "Guide to Collecting" 
you state that Donn Blake ' s 
perseverance paid off when he was 
rewarded by a stack of Twirl-A
Booms. No, sir, that was my 
perseverance that paid off and I was 
rewarded by finding eleven mint 
T-Booms. 

Rick Grossman 
Harrisville, PA 

Thanks for the correction, Rick. Since it 
was Donn Blake that had those 
beauties in his possession when I 
learned they had been found in a small
by-the-wayside general store, I jumped 
to conclusions about who did the 
finding. What collector would be able 
to think straight after seeing a handful 
of Twirl-A-Booms? By the way, Rick, 
what other goodies do you have 
stashed away that I don 't know about? 
Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
1. Is February the first issue? 
2. My address label reads " Willie 

Amorey" . My name is Will 
Aubrey! Otherwise, the mag 
looks good!! 

Will Aubrey 
Latham, NY 

1. Yes, February was the first issue. 
2. I could never understand why 

magazines so often got my name 
wrong . . . but now I see that I was 
not the only one, and you aren ' t 
the only other one. When I find 
out, I'll let you know how it 
happens. I do know that we have 
your name right in our files; some
where between there and the 
computer addressing machine, 
Will Aubrey came out Willie 
Amorey. -Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
As one of the many dedicated disc 
fanatics in Kalamazoo responsible 
for the design, funding, order and 
sale of the three Kalamazoo College 
Ultimate Frisbee Society disc 
designs so far in existence, I was 
quite offended by your allegation 
that our discs are " neither 
significant nor beautiful. .. and have 
no particular desirability, " The 
efforts involved have made these 
discs very significant both to our 
c lub and to Ultimate in general (as 
the first Midwestern Ultimate club 
to have their own discs), and it is my 
considered (but by no means 
unprejudiced) opinion that they are 
among the most beautiful discs ever 
made. The historical rapidity of their 
sale (the life expectancy of a disc 
order at Kazoo is around 3 weeks) is 
a testimony of their desirability, as 
are the continued requests I get for 
the discs sold out years ago. Rest 
assured , however, that (at any price) 
our premium discs will remain as 
unavailable as they are undesirable 
to unenlightened non-believers like 
yourself . 

Michael Daniels 
Kalamazoo, Ml 

I wasn 't referring to your first two 
discs, it was that third one that was 
blah. That one is almost as ugly as 
the 1976 American Flying Disc Open 
tee-shirt, which, by the way, is in the 
running for being the all time worst 
tee-shirt in the history of disc sports. 
- Ed. 
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BRIEfLY 
THE DARK STAR ARISES 

In the fall of 1977, a bunch of 
well conditioned people met at 
the University of Oregon athletic 
fields every Tuesday and 
Thursday evening to play 
Ultimate, or at least what looked 
like Ultimate. They played with a 
119 C. and their game was a hard 
running, wide open version 
featuring an overlength field with 
unlimited endzones and side 
boundaries. A newcomer in their 
midst noticed that they had great 
potential and suggested that they 
try some serious Ultimate 
competition. 

Well, they did. They called 
themselves the " Dark Star'' and 
now are a very highly regarded 
team. Don't be too surprised to 
hear about them winning the big 
ones this year. 

DON'T GET LOST! 
Mark Kielisch, Michael Marti

nez, and Chris Spurgeon, where 
are you? You are subscribers to 
Flying Disc Magazine, but the 
addresses we have for you don't 
work very well . If anyone knows 
the whereabouts of these three 
people, let us know so that we 
can send them the copies of 
Flying Disc Magazine that they 
have missed. 

We'd like to remind everyone 
to keep us posted as to any 
change of address you may have 

for yourself. as magazines don't 
always get forwarded properly. 
We have some good stuff coming 
up in the future issues, and we 
don't want anyone to miss out. So 
if you move, let us know about it. 

THE MACHETTE 
Are you the kind of disc 

golfer that always seems to get 
stuck behind some bushes or 
trees, and the only way out is to 
blast through? The new DCA 80 
mold Midnight Flyer may be just 
the thing for you . With 195 or 
more grams of tree smashing 
momentum, this heaviest yet 
golfing disc flies excellently, and 
when rolled it seems to go on 
forever. Our guess is that you 
will see extensive use of this 
new DCA heavyweight among 
the top disc golfers. 

COMPUTER ADDRESS 
LABELING ANOMALIES 

A letter to the Editor in this 
issue points out that the com
puter address labels don't 
always get our subscribers' 
names quite right. We've just 
been informed that the com
puter has gone one step further 
with Larry Kovacic of the New 
Mexico Frisbee Association . His 
computer label reads : 
Larry Kovacic 
New Mexico Frisbee Ass 

Larry Kovacic 
New Mexico Frisbee Ass 

We know Larry personally and 
can vouch for the fact that the 
computer label is not being fair 
to him . He is a great guy and is 
one of our sport's biggest assets 
(oops! I hope the typesetter 
doesn' t goof that word up). Real
ly, Larry is doing a great job pro
moting disc flying in New Mex
ico and we need more hard · 
workers like him . Keep up the 
good work, Larry. You are far 
from what the label pegs you . 

THE IFDS 
The International Federation 

of Disc Sports has scheduled its 
first annual convention for this 
coming November, to be held in 
conjunction with the National 
Ultimate Championships. What's 

that? You've never heard of the 
IFDS? The IFDS is an overall 
association of disc players whose 
membership is made up of anyone 
belonging to one or more of the 
players associations that are now 
in existence for each of the 
various disc flying sports. The 
overall federation will serve as a 
coordinating group in which the 
leaders of the individual 
associations can work together to 
plan out their major tournaments 
for the coming year. 

So, if you're now a member of 
any players association, or other 
special interest disc group, you 
are automatically a member of 
the IFDS. Plan ahead to attend 
this November's first annual IFDS 
Planning Convention to be held at 
the site of the big National 
Ultimate Championships. We will 
report the exact time and place 
as soon as the details are 
finalized. Until then, anyone 
interested in getting information 
about the individual groups 
making up this federation can 
contact the appropriate person on 
the listing below. 
Ultimate Players Association 
Tom Kennedy 
P.O. Box 4345 
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
U.S. Disc Players Golf (USDPGA) 
Association 
Doug Newland 
P.O . Box 5312 
Seattle, WA 98105 

Double Disc Court Players 
Association (DDCPA) 
Tim Selinske 
2700 Huntington Drive 
San Marino, CA 91108 
Professional Disc Golf 
Association (PDGA) 
Ed Headrick 
808 Bevins, Unit 3 
Lakeport, CA 95453 
WOLF 
Ron Wide! (Acting) 
General Delivery Box 1692 
Carmel, CA 93921 
Educational Foundation 
Tom Boda 
2485 Irvine Ave. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
Guts Players Association (GPA) 
John Sappington 
1708 Charlton 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 
Field Events Association (FEA) 
Michael Conger 
Beverly Farms, Ocean Highway 
Princess Anne, MD 21853 
Freestyle Players Association 
(FPA) 
Dave Marini 
90 Morton Ave. No. 15 
Albany, NY 12202 
FLOW 
Sheryl Payne 
P.O . Box 5312 
Seattle, WA 98105 

HEY, YOU'RE NOT SUPPOS
ED TO DO IT THAT WAY 

So, you thought you had to 

throw far and run fast in order 
to finish high in TRC? Well, Van 
Millar proved otherwise in the 
Santa Barbara NAFDS meet. He 
wrapped up the third place in 
the SCF event with a TRC toss of 
.83 of a meter. Tom Monroe had 
better watch out. 

In the same meet, Ron Widel 
set a new Grand Master's world 
record distance throw by tossing 
a Fastback into the wind MT A 
style. Ron said the wind was 
actually too strong for distance. 
He claimed the wind forced the 
disc to the ground too soon if it 
was thrown downwind. So, he 
threw it upwind and let the gale 
do its stuff. Good thinking, Ron . 

SKYRO DISTANCE 
COMPETITION 

The FPA Freestyle meet in 
Boulder, Colorado, to be held July 
(continued on page 12) 



Krae VanSickle 
by Mark Donna 

Krae (pronounced "Cray'') Van 
Sickle at age 19 is already one of the 
old pros of flying disc sports. Before 
winning the World Junior Frisbee 
disc Championships over two million 
other youngsters, he competed at age 
15 as the youngest competitor in the 
1976 World Frisbee disc Champion
ships, placing 17th overall. Skipping 
up sixteen notches two years later, 
Krae captured the 1978-1979 Men's 
Overall WFC title a month before his 
18th birthday. 

The first to master the increasingly 
popular backhand turnaround throw 
for distance (he credits his father, 
Ken, an excellent disc player in the 
Grandmaster's division, with invent
ing it), Krae talked at length with 
FDM's Mark Danna in the Van 
Sickle's disc- and photograph-filled 
Manhattan apartment in early Janu
ary, 1980. Besides discussing the turn
around, Krae spoke of his early play
ing years in the flying disc meccas of 
Washington Square and Central 
Park, the overimportance attached to 
winning ("The primary goal is to be 
good, to be satisfied''), his feelings 
about current Overall World Cham
pion Scott Zimmerman, how his 
father got him started (not vice 
versa), what discs he prefers, how 
good players inspire him, Wham-O's 
sometimes "screwy" business policies, 
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how tantrum throwing disc golfers af
fect his game, attitude changes in the 
disc flying community, freestyle judg
ing, current hobbies, who really in
vented "The Dwork Rollover," his 
Zen approach to golf("! can compen
sate for not practicing by just feeling 
together'') and thoughts on the future 
of the sport ("The disc game that's go
ing to be the most popular in the 
future has not even been invented 
yet'') . 

According to Scott Zimmerman in 
his FDM interview (Feb. 1980), "He 
(Krae) knows more about the disc 
than anyone." Krae is also bright, 
fun-loving, cooperative, concerned 
about the overemphasis on winning, 
and - despite his wishes and with ex
pletives deleted - controversial. 

1 am very grateful to Krae not only 
for his time and thoughtfulness in 
giving this interview but also for his 
hours spent in assuring the accuracy 
of the tape's transcription. I also wish 
to thank Ken Van Sickle for the very 
interesting photographs accompany
ing this text. 
FDM: Krae, you throw the disc a long 
way for a guy who's not tall and wiry. 
What is your height and weight? 
KVS: I'm about 5'9" and weigh about 
135 pounds. 
FDM: That's ridiculous! 
KVS: Yeah, I'm a powerful motherf-
--r. "Krae Van Awesome," they call 
me. (laughs) . 
FDM: We'll get back to that later. 
The general public usually thinks of 
World Frisbee disc Champions as 
Californians. Yet you're from the Big 
Apple. Have you lived in New York 
your whole life? 
KVS: Yeah, but I've traveled exten
sively, mostly in the summers. I've 
been gone for periods of up to two 
years. But I've always come back . 
Basically, I'm a New Yorker. At heart 
I love the city and wouldn't give it up 
for the world. I appreciate it more 
and more because I think it 's going to 
be gone soon because of a nuclear 
whatever. Right now I spend maybe 
two months out of the year here. I'm 
also a fellow who likes to live in the 
country because it sustains me. It's a 
place for getting things done. 
FDM: What's been your schooling? 
KVS: I went to four different schools 

in the city, and I didn't like two of 
them. So I left as often as I could. 
The only other two good schools I at
tended were the Woodstock Country 
School, which is a prep school, and 
the college I'm going to now, Hamp
shire College. 
FDM : Where would you say you 
learned most of your disc flying? Was 
it outside the city or within? 
KVS: Oh absolutely, definitely in 
Central Park . 
FDM: When did you start playing? 
KVS : l thought l had started when I 
was six, but I just found a picture on 
one of father's old contact sheets of 
me with one of the original Pluto 
Platters when l was three. So I'd have 
to say when I was three years old! 
FDM: Competitively, when did you 
start? 
KVS : My first competition was the 
Jersey Jam in October '75. 
FDM: And how did you do? 
KVS: . I did well. They had a group 
competition where they got five 
people together. 
FDM : Actually, it was four people . I 
know because the team I was on won. 
In fact, l first met Richie Smits there . 
He was on our team and was very 
weak. He certainly has improved. 
KVS: Right. Your team won, but l 
came in with the lowest golf score 
that day . If it had been an individual 
thing, I would have won the golf, 
which was pleasi ng. I used a CPI and 
had some really good holes. 
FDM: What made you go to your 
first competition? 
KVS: Kerry Kollmar said he'd kill me 
if I didn't start competing. (Ed. Note: 
Kerry had won the World Individual 
Freestyle title that year.) 
FDM : (Laughs). I see. What would 
you say is your favorite event? 
KVS: Freestyle. 
FDM: And why is that? 
KVS: Well, I originally got into di sc 
playing through freestyle. I think it 
has more inherent possibilities than 
any other event. 
FDM: How so? Creatively? Exercise
wise? 
KVS : Entirely. It has more potential 
for achievement, creativity, and 
physical well-being. I think a really 
top-notch frees tyler, ultimately, will 
be as loose as a gymnast, as graceful 

as a dancer , and as strong as an ox. 
You also need an incredible amount 
of endurance. 
FDM: I like your juxtaposition of 
:'freestyler" and "ultimately." 
KVS: Ultimate certainly is a good 
conditioner. 
FDM: Where did you get your flex
ibility? There were some photos of 
you in the Nov/ Dec issue of "Frisbee 
Disc World" that were amazing! How 
did you get your extension? 
KVS : l started playing when I was 
just a punk, so I was loose to begin 
with. Playing over and over main
tains some level of flexibility. Recent
ly, I've been stretching at school as 
much as an hour and a half a day. 
FDM: What kind of stretches? 
KVS : They are Tai Chi exercises and 
stretches. I've also been taking gym
nastics at Hampshire. 
FDM: O.K. Let's go back to when 
you were a little punk. I remember 
seeing you in Central Park when you 
were thirteen, right? 
KVS : 1973. Yeah. That's when I first 
came to Central Park. l had been 
playing in Washington Square. The 
nail delay wasn't around in those 
days. What we would do in Washing
ton Square is thi s: there would be 
maybe ten people who would come 
out with di scs but there would be thir
ty people who would come out to 
play. We then divided up into two 
groups on either end of the fountain. 
People could only throw about thirty 
yards in those days, and although we 
were using different kinds of discs, 
they were mostly Pros. We'd just try 
to throw it over the other group's 
heads, and then it was just free-for
all. Try to grab the di sc just to throw 
it. 

Sometimes we'd throw it hard at 
the front line, which developed into a 
little game of its own. But it was 
mostly try to jump over the other 
people on your side. Which is how I 
think Mountain (Karl Krohne) got his 
name, because he could jump so high. 
FDM: (Laughs). Higher than anyone 
else? 
KVS : Right. A lot of that was also go
ing on in Central Park when I first ar
rived there . 
FDM: Was it all backhand throwing 
pretty much? 
(continued on page 12) 
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(continued from page 11) 
KVS: No. As a matter of fact, what 
led me to Central Park was that I saw 
this guy in the Square who could 
throw a wrist-flip and an underhand 
across the fountain in Washington 
Square, and I COULDN'T BELIEVE 
IT!! I said, "My God, where did you 
learn how to do that throw? And how 
can you throw it that far?" He said, 
"In Central Park. They've got a lot of 
good people up there ." And I said, 
"Oh, really?!" 
FDM: And that's how you got up 
there? 
KVS: Yeah, I went up to Central 
Park and I saw Kerry Kollmar and a 
lot of people who were really good, 
whom most players today never heard 
of. 
FDM: How much practicing did you 
do at that time, and how has your 
practice schedule changed over the 
years? 
KVS: Well, I started playing a lot and 
consistently. In the beginning I just 
became a fanatic. Not only was it fun 
to play, but there was a nice scene 
there. There were a lot of older peo
ple than me, and I just kind of 
dismissed hanging out with people my 
own age, mostly because I was rejec
ting their values in terms of sports, 
and I didn't like the whole com
petitive situation. I went to Central 
Park to play disc, which is an in
dividual pursuit and completely non
competitive. When I fir st got there, it 
was so enjoyable. I wanted to be out
side, and it was beautiful in the park, 
and I hung out a lot. Six, seven hours 
a day. For years. 
FDM: How many years? A couple? 
KVS: I mean, I didn't hang out all 
year long . But when I was there , I'd 
say from '73 to about '76. 
FDM: You have a great sidearm. Was 
that from Kerry's influence? 
KVS : No, I was really a tricky little 
guy. I was immediately accepted 
because I was already an innovator to 
a certain degree . My father was the 
first one I saw who did a behind-the
head catch, which was in the early 
'60s. I think I learned the sidearm in 
Washington Square later than that 
because I remember him telling me 
that they had tried it , and that it was 
impossible. 
FDM: (Laughs). I think Stork came to 
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that conclusion about the same time. 
KVS:· I started doing between-the-leg 
catches and then wrist- flip s. I 
couldn't believe Kerry's sidearm when 
I first was on the receiving end of it. 
It looked like a projectile! It kept ris
ing. When it hit my hand, it spun out 
of it , and it looked like he put no ef
fort into it at all. So I guess I did get 
working on it because of him. 
FDM: You really have put in your 
time to get to where you are now. 
KVS: Yeah, but it wasn't a conscious 
effort. I would say I have played 
more hours than most humans. 
FDM: Of course, those of us who 
started in '57, like Kirkland and my
self and a few other people, have 
about ten years on you. 
KVS : '57? Well, I started in '63, so 
that's only six years. In the meantime , 
though, I've played a lot. 
FDM: How much do you practice 
now? 
KVS: Up at school, I try to play three 
hours a day, five times a week. I'm 
going to try to up that soon. 
FDM: Is that freestyle? 
KVS: Yeah, all freestyle. As I men
tioned, I do Tai Chi and gymnastics, 
and I've been swimming, weightlift
ing, and running. I played Ultimate 
on the Hampshire team last fall , and 
that occupied a lot of my time. I con
sider all that practice, just for my 
general well-being. 
FDM: In other words, your practice 
is generally for conditioning, for flex
ibility, as opposed to actually practic
ing the various disc disciplines. 
KVS : No. Although I got into disc 
play through freestyle, the golf at 
Jersey Jam was gratifying, and that 
intrigued me: There were other 
events. I like all aspects of the disc 
because they all touch on various 
characteristics of its flight. I got 
caught up in some of it, but I think 
I'm going back primarily to freestyle 
because that's where it's at. 
FDM: Do you want to win the World 
Freestyle title? 
KVS: That doesn't matter too much 
to me . I think that winning is secon
dary to achievement. The primary 
goal is to be good, to be sati sfied . 
FDM: How did you feel about your 
fir st competition? 
KVS : Oh, I was, you know, "Bouncy-

(continued from page 9) 
11th and 12th, will feature a 
special Distance competition to 
go along with all the fine 
freestyle . The Pc:.rker Bros. 
Company is putting up $500 cash 
prize money to see who can fling 
their new flying ring, the "Skyro", 
the farthest. Tom McRann is 
pictured here about to release one 
of his 200 + yard throws. You 
ought to consider traveling to 
Boulder that weekend. Even if 
you don't win the $500, you will 
see some great freestyle and 
perhaps be able to tell your 
friends, " I threw a flying ring over 
500 feet! " 

THE NEW WORLD TOUR: 
THE 1980 FPA FREESTYLE 
SERIES 

The FPA has finalized their 
schedule of tournaments, and if 
you are into intensive and 
complete freestyle competition, 
you'll want to look the schedule 
over carefully. Along with the 
listed events, each tournament 
will also host a novice division 
freestyle event for those who feel 
they may not be ready for the big 
time yet. 

The exact prize money 
available at each tournament is 
not set yet, but there will be at 
least a guaranteed $1 ,000 or 
more. 

june 14-15 West Palm Beach, 
Florida; Open, Women's, Mixed 
Pairs 
july 4-6 Colorado Springs, 
Colorado; Open, Women's, Mixed 
Pairs 
july 12-13 Boulder, Colorado; 
Open, Women's, Co-op 
july 26-27 jacksonville, Florida; 
Open, Women's, Co-op 
Aug. 2-3 Detroit, Michigan; 
Open, Women's, Mixed Pairs 
Aug. 7-10 Santa Cruz, California; 
Open, Women's 
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 Austin, Texas; 
F.PA . World Championships 

Complete information can be 
obtained by contacting the F.PA, 
90 Morton Ave . No. 15, Albany, 
NY 12202. Please remember to 
(continued on next page) 

send a self-addressed and 
stamped envelope to this and any 
other contact that you request 
information from. 

PLUTO PLATTER UPDATE 
The response to the Pluto 

Platter collecting article written in 
the February issue of Flying Disc 
Magazine has been interesting, to 
say the least. Significant is a 
better way to put it. We heard 
from three people saying they had 
first period models: one red, one 
blue, and one yellow . The big 
news is a report of another yellow 
American Trends Pluto Platter. 
That brings the total to four 
known to exist: two red and two 
yellow ... blue, where are you? We 
know you are out there 
somewhere. 

Even bigger news is the report 
from New Mexico of another 
Double Esker Pluto Platter, this 
one in excellent condition. What 
color? We predicted they would 
only be found in red, if any were 
found at all, and sure enough, the 
New Mexico Double Esker is also 
red. 

That leaves the no-mold 
number third period red model as 
the rarest of the Pluto Platters -
only one example is known to 
exist. Keep sending in those Pluto 
Platter reports. 

DISC GOLF IN VIRGINIA 
Dennis Loftus announces that 

the Tide Water Frisbee Disc 
Group will be host ing a major 
disc golf tournament for PDGA 
members only at the Bayville 
Park course in Virginia Beach, 
VA . A total purse of $6,000 is on 
the line, with $600 of it going 
so lely towards the Women 's 
division . 

We are told that the 
tournament is open to 144 
competitors , and that the first 
100 people to register are 
exempt from the preliminary 
qualifying round to be held 
Thursday, july 10th. The 
tournament is set for Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, july 11 , 
12, and 13th. If you want to get 
(continued on page 15) 

bouncy"; it was great! In those days, 
up until last year, the disc flying com
munity and the competition they had 
was more of a communion, of a 
"Frisbee family". The 1979 level of 
dedication that was necessary to be a 
"Frisbee player" in relation to what 
you were getting from it was just 
ridiculous! You had to be almost in
sane! You had to be a fanatic to go 
traveling around the country and so 
that was the main dynamic of the 
whole thing, except for this other 
dynamic--which was great because we 
all had it in common, playing with a 
disc--which was to have fun. 
FDM: You think the shift occurred in 
'79, or was it there before? 
KVS: No, I think it changed in '79. 
The dominant attitudes were winning 
and competing. I mean, I was bored 
s--- less. Everytime we got together, it 
would be "How did you do?" or 
"How did your round go?" I mean, I 
don't even want to HEAR that kind 
of thing! 
FDM: You don't think that was hap
pening in '78 when you were playing 
real well? 
KVS : It was happening less, and more 
of my friends were still involved with 
the game at that point, more of my 
close friends from New York . 
FDM: You feel a lot have dropped 
out since this change? 
KVS : Yes. That "How did you do?" 
question hadn't come up that often. It 
wasn't what we had to talk about; we 
were talking about other things . If it 
was being asked in 1978, and I don't 
think it was happening that much, I 
was insulated from it and wasn't af
fected by it a great deal. 
FDM: In 1978 you won the overall 
World Championship. Were you 
super psyched up for winning it? Was 
that your big goal for the year? 
KVS : I definitely had that in mind, 
for sure . I'm not opposed to winning 
at all. I think that's fine, but it 
shouldn't preclude everything else. I 
had a good time. I have to say that I 
had the best time I've ever had in my 
whole life during that competition 
and the two weeks prior to it. 
FDM: Where were you? 
KVS: I was in California, hanging 
around with Rocket and Sammy and 
C. B. and doing "Push, push in the 

bush" in parking lots, rest areas, off 
the highways, and being looked at 
like we were from Mars by the 
tourists with their trailer campers. 
When we were at the Rose Bowl 
itself, I was running around, staying 
up late--1 wasn't in training . 
FDM: Not exactly the model athlete, 
eh? 
KVS : Well, no! But I was having a 
good time. I really enjoyed what I 
was doing. 
FDM: Is that why you think you 
won? 
KVS: I think I won because I wasn't 
expecting to win necessarily, and I 
was having a good time, yeah. 
FDM: Very interesting. 
KVS: Oh, but you know I had the 
skills, too . 
FDM: For sure. Besides the WFC, 
you also won a number of events. In 
fact, I recall your winning a double 
(two NAS events) in Minneapolis. 
Was that 1977? 
KVS: Yeah. I won two or three 
doubles that year. I have a list of first 
places, and I think I have a list of 
seconds somewhere. I think I've won 
about twenty-five first places. 
FDM: Jeez! Are these major events 
you're talking about? 
KVS: Yes, either Nationals or 
Worlds. 
FDM: Not bad! What was your big
gest thrill competitively? Winning the 
Worlds? 
KVS : In '78, yeah. 
FDM: Anything else? What about 
winning the World Juniors in '76? 
KVS : That was for the money. I was 
having a good time hanging out with 
John Kirkland, but otherwise that 
was a complete joke. I don't know if I 
should have said that. It was fun, it 
was fun, I had a good time, but it was 
a goof. 
FDM: How did you feel about being 
the youngest competitor, at age fif
teen, at the '76 Rose Bowl? Were you 
really looking forward to your first 
World tournament? 
KVS: Yeah! It was fun. I wasn't 
aware I was the youngest there. That 
wasn't in my mind at all. I was just 
having a good time. 
FDM: You did pretty well at fifteen. 
You finished what: 17th? 13th? 
KVS: 17th. 
(continued on page 14) 
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(continued from page 13) 
FDM: Right. You were up there, and 
that was without even playing a se
cond round of golf, as I recall. What 
was the score on that? You played 
just one round. 
KVS: I don't remember, but I'm sure 
it wasn't my priority at that point. 
FDM: Weren't you up late the night 
before at a collectors' meeting, and 
you decided to get up at noon the next 
day? You just didn't feel like getting 
up? 
KVS: Yeah, golf is a real mindf----r 
for me. If I'm not having fun, it's 
really no fun, and it's hard for me to 
get out of that degenerative process. 
It poses more of a problem when I'm 
not doing well - it's all in my mind. 
FDM: Would you say golf is your 
toughest event? 
KVS: I'd say it could be, in some 
ways. I think golf is the kind of event 
where I have the complete facility to 
play all the holes perfectly, and it's all 
in my mind . I don't think I have to 
practice it - it's already there. It's in 
everybody, not just in me. 
FDM: You t:on't think you can im
prove your golf game by practicing 
more? 
KVS: Putting, and maybe psychologi
cal strategies. But I can compensate 
by just feeling together. 
FDM: In a US Magazine article last 
year, you said you had a Zen ap
proach to golf, and that the less you 
practiced, the better you did. That 
was before the DGA Invitational, 
where you finished 30th. Do you still 
feel that way? 
KVS: Well I haven't played golf in so 
long that I don't know! But what I 
think it is, is that if I practice a lot 
with the end in sight that I'm trying to 
win, or that I want to do well in tour
naments, which is usually what I 
would practice for, then I have this 
preconsideration that I should be do
ing well and if I'm not , then I get all 
f----d up, and so that's it for me. If I 
don't practice a lot, I don 't have any 
considerations one way or another, 
and when I go into a tournament I 
either do well or I don't. 
FDM: I think I understand . What 
about your attitude going into the 
World Junior Championships? 
KVS: My attitude was that it was kind 
of pitiful. I was partners earlier with 
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John Kirkland - J .K. was the best 
player in the world - and the other 
juniors knew that. When John and I 
would go out and freestyle, they'd all 
go out and watch. I was on a com
pletely different level. I had just com
peted in the Open Division of the 
World Championships, and I had 
found out I could make money at the 
Juniors. So I was just going along 
with the game, and I knew that the 
test was such that it was very possible 
that I might not win. Sometimes you 
could blow it in the crunch; so when I 
stepped up to the line and I did just 
that, I went, "Ah hah! Forget it, 
O.K." 
FDM: Were you relaxed? 
KVS: I was relaxed, yeah. Tom 
Monroe was there, and he was giving 
me funny anecdotes from the 
sidelines, saying things like "Put a lit
tle more on it" or "Try to be cool": it 
was funny. 
FDM: In other words, you were pret
ty cocky and expected to win. 
KVS: Yes, I expected to win it. 
FDM: So that first throw, rather than 
upsetting you, loosened you up? 
KVS: It sobered me. It released the 
tension. It was so absurd, missing a 
twelve foot diameter circle from fif
teen yards . I told myself, "I can't 
worry about this one." 
FDM: And so you went on to win the 
World Juniors title. What about com
petition in 1980? 
KVS: I don't completely know what 
I'm going to do in 1980. I think there 
will be a lot of differences in competi
tion from last year. 
FDM: How come? 
KVS: Well, the separation of the FPA 
from the IFA. It's not too important 
to me to go to NAS competitions. 
Last year I had a sh---y time at a lot 
of them because I felt that the feel
ings between the players were de
generating. It's becoming really bad, 
especially amongst the freestyle com
munity. Everybody's interested in 
winning and with stabbing each other 
in the back. They weren't at all sup
portive - they were being individuals 
instead of working interdependently. 
I have a lot of hope invested in disc 
play because I think it is a possible 
oracle to show people what beauty 
can be derived through activity and 

sports. When I see things like that, 
which are the antithesis of what disc 
play represents, it kills me. I don't 
like to be in that environment. 
FDM: Can you give me specific in
cidents, without naming names, that 
upset you and made you reconsider 
what you were doing in Frisbee? 
KVS: I try to block those things out. 
Basically what I saw was the attitudes 
that prevailed in Western sports being 
integrated into the scene to the point 
where players weren't even conscious 
of life outside winning. Winning was 
the given thing - there was no ques
tion of anything else. 
FDM: Like Vince Lombardi's motto. 
KVS: Right. "Thats what we're all 
here for, everybody: WIN!" 
FDM: Did you feel pressure being the 
defending World Champion? Did 
you feel a lot of pressure to produce? 
KVS: Absolutely! I did very well in all 
the events in the '77 and '78 seasons, 
winning at least one of every national 
event, with the possible exception of 
TRC; so I was expected to win them 
all in '79. It was definite pressure. I 
know I didn't have to be a part of 
other people's pressure, so I'm not 
blaming it all on the outside, but I 
was part of it. Sure, when you're on 
top, man, everybody's got it in for 
you. Everybody expects you to win, 
and if you do, big deal. If you don't 
win, then THAT'S the big thing. Ex
pectancy is a big thing. If you don't 
expect something, you're surprised; 
and if it doesn't happen, then that's 
O.K. anyway. 
FDM: Scott Zimmerman, in his FDM 
interview, said he was hoping that 
you would be in there in 1980 as one 
of his competitors because he thought 
you were one of the finest players and 
that you had more disc knowledge 
than any other player. What kind of 
pressure do you think he is going to 
feel this year? 
KVS: Scotty, he's a really sweet guy. I 
like Scott, but when we first met, he 
was definitely "The Kid"--he was 
more of a kid than I was. And we had 
this competitive game, which was fun 
in the beginning, solely revolving 
around distance at that time. After a 
little while, though, I got tired of it 
because I thought he took it too 
seriously. I was kind of goofing at it, 

(continued on page 16) 

(continued from page 13) 
your entry in early and ensu re a 
spot in the starting field, you 
can send your $25 entry fee in 
now to Dennis Loftus, 506 N. 
Shore Rd. , Norfolk, VA 23505 . 

If you are not a member of 
the Professional Disc Golf 
Association, you can stil l enter 
the tournament providing you 
join the PDGA before the event 
starts . You will find the PDGA 
address under the IFDS feature 
in this issue's Briefly column. 

A SLICK WAY TO TREAT 
A DISC 

If you ' re a real car buff, 
you 've probab ly used it on that 
precious paint job It' s ca l led 
" Blue Cora l". More specifica l ly, 
it's the preservative wax that 
comes in a small jar with the 
Blue Coral Car Wax kit. After 
the last drop of Blue Coral 
Treatment is gone from the 
bottle part of the kit, you will 
probably find enough 
preservative left in the jar to rub 
onto the 165g. dis c. I t makes for 
a long- lasting slickness and 
resists water. After applying the 
preservative, buff vigorously . 
Then repeat procedure 
depending on the age of your 
disc. A silicone spray should be 
used fol lowing that wax 
treatment. When the disc begins 
to lose its Z's because of dirt and 
scratches, etc. , it's time to wash 
it with some good suds . Other 
hard waxes will probably do the 
same trick , however not all 
silicone sprays work in 
conjunction with waxes . Try it 
on your new discs . If flying discs 
could speak, they'd tell you how 
much they appreciate a good 
wax-silicone treatment. Your 
freestyle partner will too. 

FDM accepts contributions for the BRIEFLY column. They 
should be double spaced typewritten copy and no longer than 
one and a half pages in length. Five dollars will be sent to 
writers whose contributions appear in print. 
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(continued from page 14) 
going along with it because I was con
centrating on practice. Then all of a 
sudden last year, he was very good. It 
wasn't a goof. Scott is a very com
petitive person who came into disc 
playing with a lot of already 
established competitive attitudes and 
values, as if he just substituted a disc 
for a ball. He's from the South, and 
those are normal values, for which I 
don't put him down. Scott is a good 
competitor - I'm a lousy competitor. 
He might be used to competitive 
pressures and have mechanisms 
developed to protect himself from 
them. But he's going to feel a lot. I 
am not out to alienate or antagonize 
people, and I am not outrageous on 
the field - I am there to make 
friends. Scott is not outrageous either 
- but he will still get pressure. 

When I read his interview, his goals 
for winning this year after taking an 
overall last year seemed classic. Last 
year, after I won the overall in '78, 
and after winning most of the NAS 
events, I knew it could be done again. 
I figured that in '79 I would win 
Distance, Freestyle, possible DOC, 
Golf, and maybe MT A (it wasn't SCF 
then) and definitely the overall. I was 
really overconfident. But I didn't 
practice as much as I should have. 
FDM: You read that Scott was prac
ticing a lot, putting in many hours on 
each event. What do you think about 
that affecting his chances to repeat as 
world champion? 
KVS: I don't know how much that is 
going to affect it. I think the mind is 
the determining factor. 
FDM: In other words, disc competi
tion has become a mental game. 
KVS: Oh, it's always been. More so 
than any other game. Once the disc 
leaves your hand, it's only your inten
tion that's guiding it. If your inten
tion is not true, you're not going to 
make it go right. Because he prac
tices, Scott stands a better chance of 
doing well this year, but it depends on 
his mind. I don't know how his mind 
works, but he seems to thrive on com
petition. Regardless of that , he is go
ing to cross a lot of stumbling blocks 
that are part of the learning ex
perience of winning the WFC. It's a 
very rare thing to have the chance of 
learning so much. Winning the WFC 
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fon;;es you to encounter all kinds of 
challenges. 
FDM: I think you found that out and 
so did Laura (Engel, Women's 
Overall Winner in 1978). You learn 
an awful lot the year after you've 
won: what people expect from you 
and what you expect of yourself. 
Would you make any predictions for 
an overall winner in 1980? 
KVS: No. 
FDM: John Jewell? John Kirkland? 
KVS: Kirkland--if he does it again, 
he's a cad. I really believe that 
Kirkland won't compete again this 
year. He's been saying he was retiring 
for two years now. I think he's lost his 
incentive; I really do . 
FDM: Do you think he still has the 
physical skills? 
KVS: Yeah, more or less. He doesn't 
have the incentive to work out, 
though. Also, I have observed that if 
things don't go well for John, he gets 
really furious . That will always set 
you back; you can't get furious. You 
either have to quit or get past it. 

John Jewell could win it, I guess. I 
don't know him that well. He seems 
he might not have the head for it. 

Actually, I think Steve Ohmygosh 
is the best overall bet for at least ten 
years! (Laughs) . 
FDM: A few weeks ago you said you 
didn't feel you were "state of the art" 
in freestyle. 
KVS: No, I didn't say I wasn't. Just 
that I hadn't been playing "state of 
the art." There is a difference between 
being capable of playing "state of the 
art" and actually playing "state of the 
art." I hadn't been playing with 
anybody "heavy," and then when I 
played with Donny (Rhodes, current 
World Freestyle Champion), who is 
"state of the art, " I was re-inspired. 

Freestyle is a cooperative activity. 
When there is an imbalance of skills, 
it is not as good. The only people I 
feel are "state of the art" are the ones 
who are really working these days. 
Most of them are on the (West) coast. 
I feel I am definitely capable of "state 
of the art" play, but it only happens 
every once in a while. 
FDM: What freestyle moves that are 
now part of the repertoire have you 
invented or propagated? 
KVS: Flamingitis has to be the most 

popular. I was in the vanguard with 
foot airbrushes. I was the first one to 
start spinning to a quadruple fake. 
Peter (Bloeme) did the triple fake , but 
I extended it. John Anthony started 
the deflection, but I started deflec
tions around the body, doing com
plete, consecutive moves. 
FDM: What about flowing combina
tions? 
KVS: Flow was my emphasis . When 
you stop to nail delay, that's not con
secutive and flowing, which Joey 
(Hudoklin, another current World 
Freestyle Champion) recognized and 
named "non-consecutive." I was try
ing to be consecutive from the begin
ning but didn't know what it was 
called. 
FDM: Was the flow Kerry's in
fluence? 
KVS: Some his, some mine. I in
vented a tremendous number of 
moves. I had fun being creative, try
ing things that I'd never seen before, 
testing the limits. 
FDM: Should we call that "Krae
tivity?" 
KVS: I like that. I'm stealing it. 
FDM: O.K., It's yours. Tell me about 
the Dwork Rollover. 
KVS: The story on that is Dwork 
showed it in Chicago in 1976 or '77 . 
(Ed . note-'77). Before that, a friend 
of mine who played with me in Cen
tral Park and I were in my living 
room delaying when my father said, 
"Why don't you try doing a somer
sault while you're doing that?" 
FDM: A forward or backward somer
sault? 
KVS: I can't remember. Actually, 
since 1973, I've thought up so many 
moves. Sometimes I might have tried 
something once and then shelved it, 
only to see someone else show up with 
it later. 
FDM: You were definitely the first on 
the scene to have done the backhand 
turnaround. 
KVS: That I have to credit my father 
with. My recollection of it is that once 
the idea was planted, I just did it 
naturally ... that it was something ... 
that it flowed better ... a spontaneous 
thing. Most of my inventions have 
been intuitive developments. I was in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, in '76, I think 
for the first festival that year. They 

had indoor distance: wall-banging. 
Dave Johnson and some other big 
guns were there, and I won using the 
turnaround. 
FDM: Is the complete turn the secret 
to increasing your distance? 
KVS: The release and the pull are 
really the most important parts of the 
throw. It's much more important to 
have a good pull and a steady release 
than to have a good run-up. When I 
am very relaxed and on top of it and 
when I practice a lot, which I plan to 
do, I get a lot of enjoyment from it. 
I'd like to do well with it at the World 
Championships. That's one of my 
high aspirations. Anyway, when I'm 
really on top of it, my run-up is very 
relaxed . I still concentrate on my pull, 
and it's very effective. Many people 
worry too much about the other 
going-through-the-motions. They 
should just stand there and throw it. 
John Connelly and Tim Carmel (the 
'76 and '79 World Distance Cham
pions) both throw incredibly far using 
that style. I have started using a much 
less flamboyant run-up. I just go 
through the steps with much less ef
fort and try to concentrate on the 
pull. 
FDM: When you say "pull," what do 
you mean? 
KVS: When you are fully centered, 
which you should be when starting 
the pull, your rear-end should face 
the direction you want to throw while 
your arm and face face the opposite 
direction . Your arm should be fully 
extended, and your pivot leg should 
be as far out as is comfortable. At 
that point, until you release, you 
should almost be resembling a prone 
position. So from the time you're ful
ly centered to the point of release -
that is the pull. If you spend too 
much time on your pull or release, 
you can wrench your neck . At the 
point of release, make sure your hips 
can keep rotating - that's important. 
The hips are what give you the power. 
Then your shoulder, arm, and wrist 
follow. Finally, as Peter (Bioeme, 
1976 Overall Champion) articulated 
- and he was very smart - "Kick out 
your right leg." It gives effective 
momentum and rotation without us
ing any excess energy; so it is an ef
fort less way of generating potential 

power. (Ed. Note: Full analysis of the 
turnaround will appear in a future 
FDM Disc Techniques article.) 
FDM: Krae, once you started work
ing on the turnaround, did you have 
it immediately? 
KVS: No. 
FDM: How long would you say it 
took you to develop a good style on 
the turnaround? 
KVS: I don't know . I was doing it all 
the time. I didn't keep a log. 
FDM: Unlike Scott Zimmerman. But 
how long - three months? 
KVS: I worked on it for years! 
FDM: But for the average player 
now that it has been developed 
would you say three months? 
KVS: For the average person, double 
that. I've also experimented with a 
double spin, but I'm not even close to 
success with that yet. 
FDM: Scott said in his interview here 
that he did not think you should have 
used the turnaround in MT A at the 
'79 World Championships. What do 
you think about that? 
KVS: It's all in my mind. If my mind 
is not thinking about what I'm doing, 
it doesn't matter what I do. My body 
had the capacity to do it. I have had 
very successful MTA throws with tur
narounds in the past. If I'm relaxed 
and concentrate on my release, I do 
well. 
FDM: Krae, you're very intuitive and 
a natural athlete. What sports did you 
play growing up and how good were 
you at them? 
KVS: I was great in sports from a 
very young age. I started out playing 
Killball in nursery school. (Laughs). I 
had an awesome throw. I actually in
jured some people with that rubber 
ball - I could throw it so hard, even 
at long distances. That was fun -
real aggression, basic human 
animalistic tendencies. 
FDM: Maybe we can add that event 
to next year's WFC! 
KVS: Yeah. Nurd versus nurd. Then I 
started playing baseball. I was real 
good at that. 
FDM: Pitcher? 
KVS: No, first base, which I played 
like a motherf----r. I had a great time 
jumping up in the air and diving . I 
really had some incredible rushes 
playing baseball at that time. 

FDM: When was this? 
KVS: Oh, from about eight to twelve. 
Probably the height of it was when I 
was ten. I remember playing at P.S. 

,41. We had an interschool league, 
and that was really fun. We had a 
good team. The guy in left field 
would sometimes field a ball on one 
hop and throw it to me at first to get 
the batter out. We did things like 
that. We were really cocky. Then I 
started playing tackle football in 
about fifth grade. All the while, 
though, I was playing disc on the side 
with my father in exchange for him 
playing ball sports with me. 

Then the whole team sports and 
competition and peer pressure and 
immaturity got to be too much for 
me. I must have come from a dif
ferent mold. The other kids didn't 
like the fact that I no longer wanted 
to play football games with them, and 
I felt a lot of peer pressure for that. 
Also, I had been playing basketball. 
In fact, I met Joey Hudoklin playing 
basketball in the P .S. 41 gym. He was 
one of the best basketball players; I 
wasn't that good. 
FDM: So you were good at baseball 
and football, but not basketball. In 
football, I'm curious, what position 
did you play? 
KVS : Quarterback , receiver, and 
middle linebacker. I was good. I had 
technique. You know, there's a point 
at age twelve where there are some 
BIG kids and some little ones. I was a 
little kid . Boy, I got wiped out tackl
ing people. They were so much bigger 
that they just wiped me out. But I 
wiped them out, too. They were used 
to running full steam at the line and 
expected people to get out of the way. 
But I didn't. Stupid. Then I got into 
table tennis at a very serious level. I 
got pretty good, but there were too 
many neurotic people involved with 
the game. They were no fun to hang 
out with, so I canned that one. 
FDM: What activities other than disc 
play do you enjoy now? 
KVS: Skiing. I love skiing, and I ski a 
tremendous amount. I'm also trying 
to integrate rollerskating with disc 
play. I just got a contract from an 
entertainment company, the biggest 
rollerskating organization in the 
world: the Goodskates. I've got some 
(continued on page 18) 
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(continued from page 17) 
skates, some costumes, and I want to 
do live shows. I want to do the Macy's 
Day Parade and other parades. I also 
like to surf but don't get to do that 
too much because you need a special 
climate. I like playing guitar - I 
started playing when I was ten. Even
tually, I want to live on a farm and 
garden. 
FDM: You talked about your father 
playing ball sports with you in ex
change for playing Frisbee with him. 
What kind of influence has he had on 
your career? 
KVS: Well, this is a pretty heavy 
thing: he got me into it. I realize now, 
having looked back at pictures he 
took of his friends spinning the 
original Mystery Y on their fingers 
and of me with a Pluto Platter in 
1963, that he's been the stalwart of 
my career. He gave me endless en
couragement about it and even sup
ported me for the first summer to get 
me initiated in major play. I made 
some money and began to support 
myself to go to college because of it. 
So it was good for him - he didn't 
know that would happen. So it was 
really nice of him to do all that. 
FDM: How have you earned money? 
You did a Hi-C tour last year. 
KVS: The Hi -C tour. .. ! do 
demonstrations here and there. 
FDM: Colleges? 
KVS: Yeah . And all kinds of things. 
Roller disc shows are bringing in 
some bucks. I've had some winnings, 
from the '78 World Championships 
and all. I haven't earned a 
phenomenal amount of money, but I 
just don't spend that much. At 
school, I spend very little. I do plan to 
make a lot of money in the future, 
though. 
FDM: What about your mom? 
Where is she? 
KVS: She's up in Vermont. She came 
to the high school I was going to and 
began teaching there, where she's 
continued to work. Our present in
volvement with each other is we're 
planning to get some land down 
South and homestead it. 
FDM : How does she feel about your 
disc play? 
KVS: She's very encouraging, too, 
but more neutral about it than my 
father. She has always let me do what 
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I wanted to do. As far as she sees it, it 
takes me away during the summer for 
long periods of time. That's not so 
nice for her because she would like to 
be around all the time. 
FDM: Earlier you mentioned 
negative things about disc play in 
competition, about the attitude no 
longer being a communal thing. I 
remember when one knew all the top 
players in the sport and everybody 
rooted on each other. That seems to 
be changing, unfortunately. What 
don't you like that's going on? What 
are your pet peeves? 
KVS: I see disc flying as a very young 
activity. I consider it to be represen
tative of a kind of achievement 
through sports, an oracle for better 
well-being. This was recognized in the 
disc playing community, and it still is 
with the original disc players. In the 
past it was: "World Peace through 
Frisbee," "The Frisbee Family," 
"Frisbee Players Circulate The Truth" 
- all very proud feelings. They're 
corny, but they're meaningful. Now 
disc play has grown so fast and is get
ting so much exposure that people 
getting into it are coming in without 
having integrated that philosophy in
to their game. They are coming from 
being jocks, being athletes, who see 
disc flying as a great activity with 
potentially more room for achieve
ment than any other activity. 

Disc flying, with all its events, is 
meant to be the world's largest sport. 
It's like futuristic ball. It's a prop for 
endless games. Probably the disc 
game that's going to be the most 
popular in the future has not even 
been invented yet. 

Right now it's a very hard period. I 
don't blame it on anybody. The only 
thing I feel resentment about is that 
people seem to be short-sighted and 
conservative. They should question 
their values in regard to how they 
view their sports and should reorder 
those values in a more moralistic way. 

If you are at all reflective, you 
should come up with the truism that it 
is better to achieve than to win . There 
is a falseness involved in winning, a 
label we use to feel secure. I have won 
a lot of titles . When you win, it's nice! 
But, I mean, so what? I have just as 
much a feeling of exhilaration and it 

happens much more often when I do 
a great move. When you have a 
system where the main aim is to win, 
you have one winner and how many 
thousands of losers? And where is 
that at? You should go for something 
where everyone is a winner. 
FDM: How do you feel about sports
manship in freestyle and in golf? 
KVS: Well, golf is a very intense 
game, and golfers are very intense 
people. I don't like to take anything 
that seriously. 
FDM: What do you mean by that? 
KVS: They take it seriously! They 
haven't got a sense of humor about it. 
When they blow it, they blow up. 
They yell and scream and stuff like 
that. That doesn't appeal to me too 
much. 
FDM: Does it bother you? 
KVS: The only time it bothers me is if 
I'm in a group with one of them. If 
someone carries on, it passes on to 
me. Then I either don't care about the 
round, or if I do then I get mad. 
FDM: So a player throwing a tantrum 
will adversely affect your golf game. 
KVS: You see, there are two types of 
tension release. One is letting off 
steam. You let it out and then you're 
happy afterwards. That release is 
O.K. I mean, I yell sometimes. But 
the other kind, where someone con
tinues to knit his brow and to be 
solemn: that's not good. And that 
player will affect me. But that's me! 
It's not necessarily them. It takes two 
to tango. 

I would like to suggest or make an 
appeal - because I feel disc flying is 
a futuristic game and the wave of the 
future is towards personal achieve
ment - that if people can, they 
should try to personalize their roles of 
achievement in the sport. They 
should set personal goals. They 
should not try to project their 
achievement levels onto an objective 
system, where if you win, you're ob
jectively better than other people. 
That is all relative anyway. Winning 
is not necessarily a good indication of 
skill. No ... it is a good indication, but 
it is not an absolute. Many people 
take it as such. 
FDM: Some people, of course, don't 
do well in competition but they are 
great players. 

KVS: And some people do much bet
ter in competition who are not great 
players . Some people have a great 
day ... or a bad day. In football they 
have one day for their world cham
pionship. In baseball it is four to 
seven days . In disc flying it varies. 
Winning is an arbitrary thing - it's a 
label. It's great to hang on to, it's fun 
to do sometimes, but there are more 
important things, and I think that 
winning stifles achievement eventual
ly. It's a great initiative for achieve
ment in the beginning, but then if you 
get hung up on winning, you can sti
fle yourself. 

If you win and you feel you're the 
best, you're basing it relative to other 
humans. Sometimes it's hard to trans
cend that feeling. You should get off 
of that and try to base your achieve
ment on your ideals. 
FDM: How do you feel about what 
Wham-0 and the IF A have been 
doing for the sport? 
KVS: They've done everything for the 
sport that's been done. They've 
brought it to the level it is at. But they 
could have got it much further. They 
have the capacity. 
FDM: How? By investing more 
money? 
KVS: Just policies . I think their 
policies are sometimes screwy. They 
do things that are meaningless. 
FDM: Such as? 
KVS: Gosh ... ! wish I could think of 
an example . .. They quibble over little 
things sometimes. Then they do 
something, for instance, like sending 
Gus Emerson, who was representing 
ano ther disc company, to tour. That's 
just plain dumb business policy -
you don't endorse someone from a 
competitive company. I think it's 
kind of interesting they did that. 
FDM: You're talking about sending 
Gus and Laura Engel (1978 Women's 
World Champion) to England on a 
European tour. 
KVS: Right - for a European tour 
when he represents Pacific Floaters. 
That's breaking good business eti
quette. And then they go out of their 
way to do some really silly things. 
FDM: Such as? 
KVS: That I can't think of an exam
ple for . Sometimes they are just not 
consistent. 

FDM: You think they're whimsical? 
KVS: Their policies could just be 
more consistent, better off. 
FDM: What specifically would you 
prefer they do that they are not do
ing? How can they improve the whole 
operation? How can they make it bet
ter for the players? 
KVS: That's hard for me to say right 
now. They should stick to sound 
business policies, like not sending 
Gus Emerson to a place when he 
represents somebody else. Sometimes 
they make ridiculous assumptions .. . 
FDM: Can you give me an example? 
What's the most ridiculous thing 
they've ever done that has affected 
you directly? What hurts the sport? 
KVS: (Long pause). They make 
breakable discs ... You can say I 
forgot about other things. 
FDM: O.K. Let's switch to your col
lection. How many discs do you 
have? 
KVS: 1500. 1200. 
FDM: 1500? Do you consider 
yourself a serious collector? 
KVS: No. 
FDM: I notice you have discs all over 
your walls here. 
KVS: Well, I have some good items, 
if that's a way of measuring. 
FDM: How do you go about adding 
to your collection? Do you buy from 
people or trade or ... 
KVS: Both. I don't expend a lot of 
energy doing it. But I have plastic 
magnetism. When I am within a hun
dred yards of something hot, I usual
ly sense it. There's a lot to be had out 
there. I'm slowing down. 
FDM: Are you specializing on 
anything? 
KVS: Yes. I like Pluto Platters, 
Premier Products, Mars Platters, and 
esoteric discs. 
FDM: For play, what do you like? 
What discs do you use for what 
events? What do you use for 
freestyle? 
KVS: I use almost solely the 165 G. 
FDM: Which mold? 
KVS: I prefer the 80. 
FDM: Why not the 81? 
KVS: It's too soft. Exactly the op
posite preference Scott said he had in 
his interview. Also the rim is kind of 
funky. The disc doesn't fly as well. 
FDM: For golf? 

KVS: In golf, I use a wide range of 
discs. For putting, probably the 100 
Mold. 
FDM: The 100 Mold? Did you use 
that last year? 
'KVS: Yeah, I used it at the World 
Championships when I came in se
cond ('78). I sidearmed it a lot. 
FDM: You mean the 100 Mold Mid
night Flyer? 
KVS: Or the limited edition 50 Mold 
Super Pro. It is heavy and solid. The 
limited edition one is like the old Oc
tad or 1FT Super Pro; only the mold 
was found, and they put out a bunch 
of white ones. 
FDM: What kind of weight do you 
like on your 100 Mold? 
KVS: I'm not that particular. I like it 
to be more of a dense tensile strength. 
FDM: What do you mean - "dense 
tensile strength?" 
KVS: Not soft. Brittle. 
FDM : What do you normally use for 
driving? 
KVS: A range of Midnight or Night 
Flyers. They came out with a retooled 
40 Mold which is the most solid and 
stable. 
FDM: You like the 40 Molds then. 
KVS: Yes. I like Mold 41's for long 
drives. 
FDM: Oh, really? 
KVS: Yeah . 41's fly further, I think. 
FDM: You don't think a really heavy 
40 Mold will go further? 
KVS: Nope, because the 41 Molds 
change their attitude. They naturally 
inflect. 
FDM: So you use 41's for curves too? 
KVS: No. I use 41's for long, straight 
throws . Well, I do use a light 41 for 
reverse curves. 
FDM: When you say "light", how 
light? 
KVS: Like a regular 119 G. disc, 
which can weigh up to the mid !20's. 

For low, cutting drives I'll use the 
heavy Midnight Flyer Mold 40. I'll 
use 50 Molds for rollers or drives 
under special circumstances. There 
are so many kinds of special cir
cumstances that my disc golf bag is 
ridiculous! 
FDM: How many discs do you carry 
in your bag? 
KVS: As many as I can fit. 
FDM: In other words, what? Twelve? 
Fifteen? 
(continued on page 20) 
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(continued from page 19) 
KVS: No, seven. I don't have that big 
a bag. Oh, I use 80 Molds, too. 
FDM: Uh huh. And for distance · 
competition you use .. . 
KVS: The 41 Mold Midnight Flyer. 
FDM: For self caught flight? 
KVS: I have some Canadian discs 
that are real domed and light. They 
cooled faster than most discs do; so 
they're brittle. They are smaller and 
more domed than other 119's. I also 
have a Santa Barbara disc which I 
use. 
FDM: So you use l19's rather than 
fastbacks . 
KVS: Well, I also use Wells Fargo 
Fastbacks. 
FDM : Back to golf. In Minneapolis 
in '77 I saw you take a double: the ac
curacy and golf. I saw you throwing 
at those Pole Holes from ten yards, 
and you were zinging sidearm putts 
that were unbelievable! In fact, you 
were pretty cocky about those putts 
- you were pretty cocky in those 
days, anyway. We were all amazed -
what if you missed those putts? Do 
you still have that kind of confidence 
in throwing those zinging, sidearm 
putts? 
KVS: That's an interesting question. I 
recently got a Pole Hole. I have been 
doing these p---y putts for a while. I 
think I am going to go back to the 
sidearm. 
FDM: Want to explain that? 
KVS: You know that the standard 
throw is so that it does not go too far 
if you miss . I won Craigmeur (an ear
ly professional golf tournament) and 
others with the sidearm putt. Then at 
a certain point, I lost my confidence 
in it. What I have to do is just get it so 
that when I go for it, I really go for it. 
In that case, I'm very accurate with it. 
If I don't have the confidence, it's a 
joke. Then I have to judge when it is 
appropriate to use, and then I need to 
develop a secondary putt which is a 
sissy putt - but which is very effec
tive, too. 
FDM: Are you talking about the 
George Morris, Mark Horn style? 
KVS: No. My style is to throw it at 
more of an angle so that if it doesn't 
hit, it lands real close. 
FDM: A reverse curve angle? 
KVS: No, a positive angle . 
FDM: Positive angle? Nose up? 
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KVS: Uh, no. A negative angle. I'm 
positive. 
FDM : And I'm confused. You know, 
of course, that a new mold Pro is the 
official DOC disc. 
KVS: Oh, really? This year I want to 
KILL, KILL in DOC! Bill King and I 
are going to get together this year and 
we are going to tear them up! 
FDM: "Tear them up," huh? And you 
claiming to be non-competitive. 
KVS: (Laughs). I'm just kidding. If 
you really knew Bill King, you'd 
know how silly that is. But just wait 
and see how we do. 
FDM: What about the '80 Overall? 
Do you want it and can you do it? 
KVS: I think I have the facilities to 
win for the next ten years in a row. 
But it's a matter of incentives and in
itiative - where my head is at. If I'm 
together as I think I am, and if I can 
avoid being taken over by the per
vading atmosphere, I can do it for 
sure . Scott didn't beat me last year as 
much as I beat myself. That's the way 
the whole game is. I don't want to 
hear that one person is better than 
another person. Because that's not 
necessarily true . If one person is play
ing better in a period of time ... 
FDM : I think everybody has the 
realization that in sports the guy on 
top at the moment is the one who had 
the great weekend or great day. 
KVS: But I think people are constant
ly looking to objectify who is the 
best. Bjorn Borg - the best tennis 
player in the world - maybe he is at 
this point. But the freestylists - a lot 
of them are real hung up on who's 
best in the world . I have had discus
sions with them, and it comes down 
to that they recognize that different 
people do different tricks at a very 
high level of skill. There is no way 
everybody can do everything. People 
have different styles - how can you 
poss ibly compare two things that are 
essentially different? 
FDM: You compare because people 
want to compete. 
KVS: That's what they're trying to 
do. I think freestyle is impossible to 
judge. It's made to be a non
competitive sport. Eventually they 
will have to do mandatory moves in 
freestyle so that they can judge like in 
skiing, gymnastics, skating, and div-

ing. 
FDM: Like skating, you think there 
will be compulsaries and then 
freestyle? 
KVS: Yes, then they'll have the 
freestyle. I think you will have to sub
mit to the judges what you're going to 
do. Those moves will have to be 
documented so that the judges know 
how the moves are supposed to be ex
ecuted. It's all going to be objective. 
Or it's all going to be subjective. 
FDM : How then do you feel about 
the new scoring system that will be in 
effect this year in NAS meets, with 
voting on places of fini sh? 
KVS: I don't know . I think that com
petition and being completely subjec
tive in judging it are mutually ex
clusive; so I think they're kidding 
themselves. But it will be interesting . 
I think it will be good . 
FDM:It will simplify things . 
KVS: You see, I remember playing 
with John Anthony. If things were 
subjective, John Anthony would 
never win. But John Anthony is an 
amazing player! In 1976 he did a 
series of airbrushes that included 
footbrushes, under-the-leg brushes, 
and quick things - and nobody 
caught it! That was the most advanc
ed thing, and nobody caught it! He 
didn't get credit for it. 

Then you get players like John 
Dwork, who's a very flashy player. 
Those are the players who usually 
win . So it is not necessarily a judg
ment of skill as much as it is 
flashiness, or show, that counts. But 
that's good too. It has been stifled by 
the other judging system which has 
gone completely for technical skill. 

I think doing shows and playing for 
educated freestyle audiences is where 
it's going to be eventually. That's the 
road I want to pursue. 
FDM: So do you expect to make a 
career out of the disc? 
KVS: I expect to be doing shows. 
Career? That's a weird word for me 
to accept at all. 
FDM: O .K., say making a living out 
of it. 
KVS: I'm making a living out of it 
now. And I plan to make an even bet
ter living out of it. 
FDM : You made some money doing 
promotional work for the Hi-C tour. 
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title . .. with a Pluto Platter no less! 

How many cities did you visit on the 
Hi-C tour? 
KVS: Twenty-two . 
FDM: In how many days? 
KVS: Twenty-two days. 
FDM: Was that spread out over a 
period of time? 
KVS: Yes. Over about a month and a 
half. 
FDM: And you were with Lynn 
Swann and ... 
KVS: Lynn Swann. Melody Howe 
(forme r World Hula Hoop Cham
pion) at one point. Brenda Fuller. I 
think a couple of others. And the Hi
e promotion director, Mitch Head. 
FDM: Was it a good experience? 
KVS: Yes, it was a good experience. I 
had fu n. 
FDM: What exactly did you do? 
KVS: We would fly to a city. Then we 
would wake up, do an A.M. talk 
show, go to a newspaper interview 
after that, go to a TV news thing, go 
do a radio spot, do an afternoon talk 
show, maybe hit another newspaper 
- which was not supposed to be done 
but which we did anyway - and then 

fly to another city and go to sleep 
because we were exhaused . Then we'd 
wake up and do the same thing. 
FDM: Do you think that hurt your 
playing? 
KVS: Yes. 
FDM: A lot? 
KVS: Yes. But I think it was worth
while doing. I definitely didn't play at 
all though. 
FDM : This was during what months? 
KVS: The beginning of the spring 
season . The year before that (1978, 
when he won the overall) I trained a 
lot. This year I have been playing 
more than ever. I've never played dur
ing the winter at all in my whole life, 
and now I have played practically 
every day . 
FDM: So in 1980 we can expect a 
Krae Van Sickle with a good head go
ing into NAS and World competition, 
who will be enjoying good disc play 
and who might win the whole thing 
anyway. But the main thing will be to 
have fun . 
KVS: Right! 
FDM : Krae, thanks. e 

dates & Qlaces 

upcoming events 
July 19-20 
NAS Meet- Minneapolis , MN 
SCF-Freestyle 
Contact : Jim Challas, 1041 15th Ave. SE, 
Minneapolis , MN 55414. (612) 378-1393. 

July 19-20 
NAS Meet - San Diego, CA 
Golf-DOC 
Contact: Snapper Pierson, 812 Tolita 
Ave., Coronado, CA 92118. 

July 26-27 
NAS Meet - Toronto, Ontario , Canada 
Freestyle-SCF 
Contact: Phil Cheevers, 137 Church St. , 
No. 507, St. Catherines, Ont , Canada L2T 
3E3. (416) 685-3042. 
July 26-27, 1980 
The Redford Open, GPA " AA" Guts, 
disc golf . AI Bauman , 15597 Pomona 
Dr., Redford , Ml 48239 (313) 532-7159 
August 2-3, 1980 
NAS Meet - Rochester, New York 
DOC-Golf 
Contact: Jim Palmeri , 28 Werner 
Park, Rochester, New York 14620 
August 9-10, 1980 
The U.S. Open Guts Championships, 
Bud Weeson , Cliff's Ridge Ski 
Lodge, County Rd. 553, Marquette, 
Ml 49855 
August 9 & 10, 1980 
New York State Championship , Olean , 
New York. Contact: Larkin Gram, 305 
York Street , Olean , NY 14760. (716) 
372-0174. 
August 9 & 10, 1980 
Santa Cruz, CA. Disc golf, MTA, 
Distance, Freestyle, Ultimate, Accuracy . 
Contact: Tom Schot , 9811 Rush St. 
South El Monte, CA 91733. (213) 
579-5678. 
August 16 & 17, 1980 
Wisconsin State Championships, Disc 
Golf, MTA, Freestyle K-9, GPA 
sanctioned Guts AA. Contact: Bruce Wilk 
or Jeff Messner, 3358 N. Paradise Rd., 
Kewaskum , WI 53040. (414) 626-2426, or 
457-0681 . 
August 16 & 17, 1980 
La Mirada Open , Disc golf. Contact : Dan 
Mangone, PO Box 911 , La Mirada, CA 
90637. 
August 30 & 31 , 1980 
GPA World Guts Championships AAA, 
Detroit , Michigan. Contact: GPA, 19969 
Winston , Detroit , Ml 48219. (313) 
532-4866. 
FPA New World Tour - Freestyle 
July 4-6 Colorado Springs, 

Colorado 
(continued on page 22) 
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Flash 
Kingsley 

STREET DISC GLORY 

Just coming off of the street, I'm 
taking my first calm breaths while 
writing these words. Street disc is an 
unbelievable experience. The thrill of 
getting off from the job and heading 
out into the parking lot for a few 
throws with a friend is truly exhilarat
ing to the avid disc enthusiast like my
self. I live for impromptu jams such 
as this evening. Not only is it vitaliz
ing to the physical and rewarding to 
the spirit, but also the mental pres
sures and pent up energies that are 
released during a parking lot freestyle 
exhibition are downright orgasmic! 

Various types of throws were ex
changed in an unregimented series of 
releases contingent on the relative 
position of the receiver after the last 
catch. Overhand wrist flips sailed 
forth . Backhands flew when the de
mand for "clock" spin called for them 
or the distance between players ex
ceeded the normal fifty yard jamming 
range. An occasional side arm behind 
the back skip shot graced my throw
ing repertoire with variety . (Playing 
on pavement has that wonderful ad
vantage of skip shots) . Even the 
mighty ground skimming question 
mark throw came into play. I cannot 
forget the high arcing upside downers 
that sailed into the patiently waiting 
receiver, topside down. 

The invigorating episode continued 
into the late night hours enhanced by 
new faces with varied throwing tech
niques. High intensity street lamps lit 
the path of the disc through the tradi
tional calm of the atmosphere. 

Breath taking catches, clearly 
heroic in effort and quality graced the 
receiving end of the towering throws. 
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Spins and turns, enhanced by the 
sustenance of the delay led to catches 
that stupefied the occasional passers 
by. Leaping between the legs grabs, 
flying behind the back strikes, and air 
brushing sequences leading to breath 
taking chest rolls began to take their 
toll on the stamina of the presum
tuous disc athletes. 

The peak of the physical release be
ing sought by such episodes of disc 
activity had occurred. Drops in
creased. The extension of those long 
lead passes began to have less of a 
reward as I panted on in pursuit of 

''The invigorating 
experience continued 

into the late night 
hours enhanced 

by new faces with 
varied throwing 

techniques'' 

the dauntless disc. We continued to 
play on for some time at closer range 
experimenting with hyper spin and 
the latest catches to challenge our disc 
playing potential. Only two of us re
mained. Everyone else had suc
cumbed to the late hours of the night. 
We finally called it quits ourselves. 

A grand middle of the night disc 
affair had been had by all. The bodies 
felt tired and weary after the workout 
on top of a night at work. And now it 
was Miller time . 

(continued from page 21) 
July 12·13 
July 26-27 
Aug. 2·3 
Aug. 7-10 
Aug. 30-Sept. 1 

Boulder, Colorado 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Detroit , Michigan 
Santa Cruz, California 
Austin, Texas, FPA 
World Championships 

Contact: FPA, 90 Morton Avenue, No. 15, 
Albany, NY 12202. 

August 19-23, 1980 
The WFC, Irvine and Pasadena CA. 
Contact: IFA Office, P.O. Box 970 
San Gabriel, CA 91776 
September 5,6,7, 1980 
Central Pennsylvania Disc Festival , 
Freestyle, Distance, Speed Flow. 
Contact: Clinton County Tourist 
Promotion Agency, 151 
Susquehanna Ave., Lock Haven, PA 
17745 

results 
Disc Golf 
La Mirada, CA 
March 8th , Best Shot Pairs. 
1. Dave Dunipace/ Jere Ellis 47-46(93)* • 
2. Scott Moore/Ron Walton 47·46(93) 
3. George Morris/Sean Sheldon 

46·48(94)*. 
4. Jerry Garrett/ John Wright 46-48(94) 
March 9th , Individual 
1. Don Wilchek 
2. Jere Ellis 
3. Jerry Garrett 
4. Dave Dunipace 
5. Don Hoskins 
• Ties official course 

George Morris 

51·52(103) .. 
52-50(103) 
54·47(103) 
56-49(1 05) •• 

57-48*(105) 
record held by 

• *Tied positions settled by playoff. 

NAFDS Irvine, CA 
March 22·23, 1980 

Good ole sunny Irvine, site of the 1979 
WFC. In Distance, World Champ Tim 
Carmel again showed everyone that he 
was king ... except for Tyrone Hines, a 
relative newcomer to the scene who 
blasted out a 118.18 meters throw to win 
the event. 
In Golf, George Morris, John Jewell and 
oldtimer Vic Malafronte tied and had to 
throw a sudden death playoff that went 
George's way. Not to take anything away 
from these three fine golfers, but a one 
round non-cumulative final is not the way 
to go in disc golf. 
In the Women 's Division, Santa Barbara's 
always smiling Cyndi Birch outdid a 
strong field and won the Distance with 
74.32 meters. In Golf, Tita Ugaldi suc· 
cessfully defended her Irvine Golf title 
that she won last year. 
Grandmaster Ron Wide! made it a three 
way sweep winning the Golf, Distance, 
and MTA events. The Master's Division 
was split evenly as Johnny Miller took 
Distance, Wayne Shurts took Golf, and 
Ted Bowes won MTA. 
(continued on page 47) 

elebrating the fifth consecutive 
year, the NAFDS season has 
begun in Santa Barbara. The 

1980 meet reflected the changes the 
80's are rumored to have in store for 
us. Certainly the weather was chang
ing. 

The first meet. I always looked at 
the Santa Barbara meet as 
synonomous with hot freestyle. My 
facts are second-hand, but I was led 
to believe by a magazine article I once 
read that in Santa Barbara in 1977, 
Sam Schatz showed the assembled 
competitors the impossible turnover 
and the following year, 1978 (I was 
there, I was there), saw Sam stop the 
crowd's collective breath with a very 
steady toe delay (was my head waf
ting in the Santa Barbara breeze by 
now! ). 1979 saw Kevin Givens' 
primo rdial phlaud catches and 
Bodisattva in-the-lights-very-well
played-freestyle; and good team play 
is what took first place in the 1980 
Freestyle. 

When I passed the Ventura city 
limits , population 69,700, elevation 
something in two digits, I knew I was 
in California heading for Santa Bar
bara. I had asked a few questions of 
my Venice contacts, in-the-field, 
detective-type guys. These guys are 
from Central Park and they know 
what the Lionel Whitney Agency is all 
about! Reports were: the Colorado 
trio of Doug Brannigan, Ric 
Castiglia, and Bill Wright were gonna 
be hot - but my man didn't mention 
it was going to be in S.C.F. Ric 
managed the second best throw on 
Saturday, and Bill made the final s. So 
much for the pre-investigation. Well, 
since I'm in Santa Barbara, I better 
say something about Ultimate now, 
so the Eastern readers don't have to 
read all of this. Host of the meet and 
national Ultimate Player Association 
coordinator Tom Kennedy, said that 
the game has really blossomed 
around Santa Barbara . The old Con-

dors have split up and between them 
put together a City Winter League of 
eight teams, and the play at U.C.S.B. 
is up to thirty-two intramural teams. 
Sounds indeed like an explosion (per
sonally, I don't understand the 
game). All is not freestyle at Santa 
Barbara then, although on a hot day, 
near the speakers, it looks like it. 

The tournament was back to home 
grounds at Storke Field on the edge 
of the U.C.S. B. campus at Isla Vista . 
With the Santa Barbara mountains in 

by Otto Anderson 

stalls, and a purple Floater, 
trademark of a sport disc company in 
Ocean Park, California. 

Uhm, history just stepped past my 
vacant eyes and onto my toes. I 
thought this North American Series 
was a Wham-0 funded promotion. 

When questioned about it, Dan 
Roddick eloquently verbalized some 
very heavy altruistic tendencies on the 
hearts of the executives of Wham-0 
who, upon seeing the obvious merits 
of the new discs now vying for a slice 
of the toy flyers' market, magnani
mously voted to let the North 
American Series go product non
specific. This will help the alternative 
manufacturers in numerous ways. 
Mostly by increasing the playing time 
of the discs for tournament bound 
players . Another guy mentioned, that 
of the Wham-0 players involved, 
Dick Gillespie was especially helpful 
in bringing non-specific product 
meets to the 1980 season. Lots of 

0 
changes. This was also the first na

(5 tiona! competition to try the new and 
~ modified judging system, which 
b worked out quite well, thank you. 
~ So, changes aside, but not for long, 

~~__, Cl. Saturday was partly sunny and there 
the background, the field has a near- was a good wind for self-caught
sea breeze, which makes it a natural flight. There were about a gross of 
for the second point event - S.C.F . freestylers spread over the field, 
The changes of the 80's showed up weaving and bobbing, spinning and 
first at the S.C.F. competition on phlauding, but beyond the stylists, 
Saturday. Warm and sunny was the out in the middle of the field, was 
weather picture as the expectant com- S.C.F. In the open division there were 
petitors formed the inevitably late a few wind people who did not make 
Saturday morning line up for the it. Missing was Ken Westerfield, Don 
goods-with-entry portion of the Hoskins, and Tom Monroe, but some 
preceedings: "give us plastic, give us old favorites were here, too: Victor 
paper; anything, give us a photo-copy Malafronte and Tom McRann, down 
of Donnie and Laura's co-op, just from the Berkeley area; these are two 
give us something." And what the arms from way back. Also in atten
somewhat surprised entrant found dance was the first M. T.A. thrower I 
was a newspaper -The Real Flyer, a ever saw, John Weyand from Venice, 
few pamphlets of upcoming events, a California, and then some new 
signed petition (you can find it at freestylists were trying their arms. 
your nearest F.P.A. outlet), the Some of the wilder throws on Satur
beginnings of two or three shopping day were tossed up by Doug Roemer 
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of Seattle, who did something right 
and grabbed a 14.21; Ric Castiglia, 
12.19; Jerry Garrett, of La Mirada, 
with a 12.04; II. 78 from Ed Noble; 
and Peter Laubert grabbed a 6.96. 
After some exciting throws, runs, and 
catches, ten advanced to the finals 
Sunday morning. With the two 
scratches that came with the 
morning's weather, that left eight 
finalists. Some familiar names here 
were Damian Lambros, Eric Keirn, 
Tom McRann, and John Weyand, 
but as the weather changed, the 
familiar names met with less success 
than the new people, though John did 
manage a nice 10.94 in the face of a 
hurricane. 

Taking 4th place and 27 points 
home from the first S.C.F. competi
tion of the '80 season was Joe 
Hewlett. Van Millar of Arizona was 
3rd with 28 points; San Diego native, 
Ed Noble, got 29 points; and winning 
30 points towards a possible Rose 
Bowl birth was Ernie Torres of 
Tempe, Arizona. The wind must 
blow through that canyon of the sun. 

Double winner in grandmaster 
S.C.F. and Freestyle competition was 
Ralph Williamson from Seattle, 
which reminds me, where was Doug 
Newland? Hal Campbell from Santa 
Barbara was the master's winner in 
S.C.F. The women's competition saw 
World Champion Teresa Gaman win
ning and setting the pace for the new 
season. Teresa mentioned she liked 
seeing the number of new women 
competitors out, and the meet was en
joyable... . "Too bad the weather 
changed and we had to use the gym." 
When asked about the benefits of the 
World Champion title, she said most 
of it was on her own initiative, but 
Bay area appearances are giving hus
band Dudley a full time job in coor
dination and management. Other 
women S.C.F. finalists were: Beth 
Verish, recently from Los Angeles, 
and Cyndi Birch from Santa Barbara 
in a tie for second, with Mary Ann 
Bowman of Sonoma taking the 
fourth place slot. 

Saturday also saw Distance con
tested in the grandmaster's and 
master's division, with Ron Wide! 
taking the grandmaster's division and 
a new world record throw of 88 .8 
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meters . Hal Campbell, master, won 
with a 87.5 meter throw. I don't think 
master's division will see a new world 
record throw for a few summers at 
least, but ... . Ron found out that even 
world records take a back seat to 
freestyle at Santa Barbara. The field 
around the speakers was always full 
with 215 entrants and 72 freestylers 
entering into mostly pairs competi
tion, with three exceptions. As men
tioned previously, one tri-op, who 
popular belief had already placed 
amongst the top finalists, were the so 
calleC: Coloradicals from Ft. Collins. 
Another notable tri-op came from 
Chico, California: James Terhorst, 
Larry Imperiale, and Brian White. 
They had a real nice finishing co-op 
in the finals - good rhythm and tim
ing. I think besides having less work 
to do for five minutes, the co-ops 
possible with three stylists are visual 
and pretty and there is more room to 
invent with. 

The other tri-op was destined for 
the finals . Although they didn't really 
use the co-op experience extensively, 
they managed enough control to last 
out the competitors with less playing 
time; captain of this trio, John 
Kirkland, brought a strange new 
move (oh-oh, is the reporter light 
years prehistoric in knowledgeable 
freestyle moves?). How 'bout an 
against-the-spin rim delay/ sweep. I 
think the camera would capture this 
better than the pen. 

Some other hot contestants from 
the vantage point of Saturday morn
ing were the pairs of Matt Roberts 
and Cory Basso, Donny Rhodes and 
Laura Engel, and Joey and Richie, 
two New Yorkers in semi- Venice 
retirement who did manage to get out 
of their preliminary pool (yawn). So, 
let's see, what other hot guys have yet 
to be accounted for? Making the 
cover of the tournament schedule was 
Craig Smith, who has developed a 
nice smooth style. He paired up with 
Tom Shepard, of Santa Barbara, 
another famous wind stylist. Then, 
old champion, Evan David, flew with 
Kevin Givens. I guess both these guys 
are U .F.O.'s; they are inventive and 
managed to squeeze the finals'judges 
for a special choreography award. 
And it's true. If there was a hot new 

move at the tournament, it was a dou
ble body spin by Evan; he got into a 
position more familiar to ice skaters 
than freestylists, some kind of 
pirouette. And though he left it out of 
the finals, it was an attempt at finding 
more control during body spin 
moves, and the pose was far better 
than the uncontrolled body spin that 
resembles spaghetti on a fork 
(spaghetti, ah, reminds me of the 
editor). Kevin also has developed the 
phlaud into a good looking move. 
Are we still speaking of hot guys? 
How 'bout Cameron and Myers, the 
toe jammers from Arizona, or Zweig 
and Montgomery from Northern 
California. Reports of an extra hot, 
ultra-fine semi-routine showed them 
capable of high finishes this year. 
Meier and Laubert were scaring the 
older guys for a while . And Nolan 
Riles and Kyle Marx are two control 
wise players who will be showing up 
in the finals soon. The prelim's 
managed to weed the too esoteric, 
not-quite-enuf control type stylists 
out, and left thirty-two groups to face 
the semi's on Sunday. 

Saturday night, the contestants had 
a choice of two parties. I didn't 
manage either, but perennial party
man, Peter Laubert, mentioned the 
kegger near the field was alright, 
since he talked to a girl he had met in 
New York a couple of years earlier. 

Sunday dawned, clouded and rain
ed. A fickle freestylist was heard to 
say: "I want to talk to Stork; they 
can't expect people to play in this 
kind of weather!" People, maybe not, 
but ducks, Washingtonians, and 
Ultimate players probably would. 
And while the freestylists were hud
dling in vans, cars, and playing dust 
freestyle under the grandstand (nice 
music there), the S.C.F. finalists were 
out in a variety of all weather gear. 
Just when tempers were working 
toward the maximum point, the an
nouncement came that semi's and 
finals freestyle would be in the gym. 

Brannigan, Wright, and Castiglia 
had been indoors all winter; how 
would they do? Upon entering the 
gym, I was greeted with one of my 
favorite situations: total chaos. 
Thiry-two pairs and their friends 
spinning and flaming and tossing all 

at once . But after setting a few im
aginary lines, the floor was separated 
and two pools of sixteen each got 
underway . Some good performances 
here: Zweig and Montgomery, the 
Arizonians - Cameron and Myers, 
and the Colorado guys with a great 
opening tri-op. The dull air did 
change a few routines and a couple of 
double spins ended with a pick-up 
rather than a catch . But on the whole, 
the inside atmosphere made little dif
ference. I especially enjoyed the 
snowflake effect from the ceiling dur
ing the routines; flakes of old green 
paint would peel and flutter down, 
nice northern fantasy if you pursued 
it. 

Some of the best play is always 
found in the semi's, but I just couldn't 
watch it all. Of the thirty-two groups, 
only eight advance to the final s, so 
the old Sunday afternoon squeeze 
caught some players expecting. 

While AI Bonopane was inventing 
more statistics for the semi-finalists 
to view, the women's Freestyle event 
proceeded without Don Rhodes and 
J ohn Kirkland, who were seen talking 
(deep stuff) outside the audience cir
cle. Laura Engel and g. Rose got the 
firs t place with solid play and less 
drops. Jane Engelhardt mentioned 
her partner, Kate Dow, as someone to 
watch for; only her second tourna
ment and she's got quite a closet full 
of advanced moves already. Jenny 
Lucier was noticed as much im
proved, also. 

Then the open finals jumped off 
ho t (five minutes is a long time), with 
Doc Anderson from somewhere 
south of Venice, California, and Gus 
Emerson, alternate disc manufacturer 
from Ocean Park, California. Body 
rolls and body spins and even with no 
wind, they convinced the crowd. 
Then came Imperiale, Terhorst, and 
White, the Chico air heads. Good 
acrobatic bodies, and as I said, a very 
nice finishing co-operative move, 
although it took twice to catch, a 
good double body roll and; it sounds 
so nice indoors, - an upside-down 
psycho-bash to add spin and stability. 
Good play, but a bit repetitive. The 
fi nals' doldrums occurred next, and 
caught the tri-op of Jeff Soto, Dan 
Sullivan, and Friz Whiz Kirkland, 

and Northern California guys, Tony 
Zweig and Rick Montgomery. 
Flashes of brilliance throughout, but 
neither routine was summed up or 
seemed planned (five minutes is a 
long time) . Zweig and Montgomery 
had nice music. Then the two mixed 
pairs of John Jewell and g. Rose and 
two world Champions' Don Rhodes 
and Laura Engel played. Jewell and 
Rose had good play but might have 
been hurt by the no-wind gym ex
perience. Donny and Laura were a 
good team, matched emotionally as 
well as being maybe top man and 
woman in their field; at least they've 
got a lot of what it takes. The 
Freestyle winners mentioned that 
Donny's play was probably the best 
individual effort in the finals. I'll 
agree with that, but of course we are 
not looking for individuals here. 
Rhodes and Engel did have a few co
ops, of which one, two discs tapped, 
rimmed, and caught separately was a 
nice effect. (Donnie also wore these 
brown leg warmers all through the 
competition. Although this is a 
fashion comment, it does not come 
from Don Dutton - U.F.O . and 
fashion consultant extraordinaire . 
We• may hear some from him later; 
recently he has been hard at work on 
a dictionary in Sonoma). 

Speaking of Sonoma, the next pair, 
Evan David and Kevin Givens, 
although previously mentioned, did 
pull off one more move in the final. 
Their style throughout was amoebic, 
that is, always moving, changing. 
And Kevin's moves were nice - a 
spinning, flaming, phlaud is a 
beautiful thing. The U.F.O.'s music 
must have been foreign; it sounded 
Chinese to me, and in the middle of 
the routine, they simultaneously took 
dance steps that weren't necessarily 
important to the movement of the 
disc. Independent dance steps! Richie 
Smits said they should have done it 
longer. I had imagined a routine 
starting with dance, so this stuff was 
very good to see. It may start us all 
thinking and moving a bit looser. 
Thanks for the insight, Sonoma! 

And then, the coveted final spot -
the players seem to think last is what 
will stick in the judges' minds. (AI 
tells me this isn't especially true.) 

Playing to some new music by Pink 
Floyd (something about a wall), was 
Joe Hudoklin and Richie Smits, who 
together and separately have pretty 
good credentials to fill out the last 
seed. To make a long story short, 
Joey and Richie won. "We flowed 
better and had fewer drops. " That 
was the reason they gave when asked 
why. Their play was technical, yet 
spontaneous. These guys have 
enough skill and ability to think 
under play conditions, and what 
looks like spontaneity (their single 
moves) is control, and their co-ops 
were totally spontaneous. Joey men
tioned a series of cooperative brushes 
between him and Rich, three times or 
so, with taps and assorted brilliant 
body spins thrown in as his favorite 
move of the routine. Mine was the 
floor roll that Joey tossed to Richie's 
horizontal, on-the-floor, body roll. 
"It was so slow." They are looking at 
less pre-routine planning and more 
play that requires reacting to what is 
happening at the time. It looks to me 
like spontaneous fluidity are the 
directions this sport is taking (seems 
to be beyond my body mechanjcs). 

When questioned about their plans 
for the future, the winners said they 
were probably just going to attend 
F .P .A. meets because of the financial 
considerations. "Can't afford to 
travel to N.A.S . meets to get only 
points toward the Rose Bowl, which 
is the worst freestyle final ever. You 
can't hear the music and there is no 
wind." 

Well, enough of Freestyle for a 
while. As the East continues their 
ultimate weather, Southern Califor
nia gets ready for golf at Irvine, and 
Santa Barbara's hospitality was once 
again tops. Is that why all these guys 
want to move here? So ... I'll say the 
top players were obviously Joey and 
Richie's spontaneous play, Donnie's 
individual play and the dance moves 
by Evan and Kevin . 

Altogether, a good reason to catch 
this erratic Freestyle event for yet 
another year - Santa Barbara, North 
American flying disc Series meet. 
Thanks to Tom Kennedy, Michelle 
Pezzoli, Cyndi Birch, and the many 
Condors whose help make this an 
easily run meet. Next year, kids. e 
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Is It the Ultimate? 
I love to play Ultimate. It is cer

tainly the most enjoyable sport I have 
ever played or seen. However, in all 
the years that I've played, I have been 
bothered by "the name of the game." 
I am not that old; I have by no means 
"seen it all." Nevertheless, it is ap
parent to me, and to everyone with 
whom I have discussed this, that there 
are certain things in life (at the very 
least there is one thing) that might 
more nearly approximate "the 
ultimate." The inappropriateness 
(mouthful word) of the term 
"ultimate" bothers me enough to 
want to change the name. 

Ultimate may not, in fact, be the 
ultimate sport. The ultimate sport is 
the final sport, the utmost sport, the 
supreme sport. Although I may feel 
that this definition is appropriate, I 
strongly feel that it is not our place to 
make this claim. It is pretentious. The 
name is essentially proclaiming that 
we have the best sport that there is or 
ever will be. The name, by its very 
nature, is putting all other sports 
down. It is, if I may translate for the 
lotuslanders, not "mellow." 

Virtually every time I introduce the 
name to someone, he gives me a 
puzzled look. The name just doesn't 
make sense for a title of a sport. It ap
pears as though I've left a word out or 
perhaps I just got confused (chortle). 
"Ultimate? What?" It is reminiscent 
of automakers, perfume manufac
turers, and politicians who call their 
product "the utmost." Suggestive at 
best, but it nears nonsense. 

I guess you know what's coming 
now. The ole' Confucious quote 
trick. (An old trick - but it just 
might work ... ) Confucious says: 

If language is not correct, then 
what is said is not meant; 

If what is said is not meant, then 
what ought to be done remains un
done. 

If this remains undone, then 
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morals and art deteriorate; 
If morals and art deteriorate , 

justice will go astray; 
If justice goes astray, the people 

will stand about in helpless confu-
sion. 

Hence, there must be no ar
bitrariness in what is said. 

This matters above everything. 
You think maybe I'm getting too 

involved? Confucious said this a long 
time ago. I mean way back--even 
before polyethylene. His point is that 
misused language is the cause of all 
the bad stuff in human cultures, not 
the other way around . You don't 
believe me? Well, just listen to people 
- sportscasters: "He's at the nadir 
(the very lowest point - opposite of 
zenith) of his excellence," or "This 
guy literally flies," (neat trick for a 
baserunner). Our language is 
deteriorating. Take a look at art -
rich, modern artists. It isn't obvious 
on whom the joke is. Punk rock , 
"disco sucks", the "incursion" into 
Cambodia, etc. You say l 'm going far 
afield. Not so. I contend that 
"Ultimate" is a misnomer (wrong 
name) that is simply another symp
tom of our language going to heck . 
Don't tell me it's not important. 
Language shapes our culture. Con
fucious thought that inappropriate 
names for things were ruining his 
culture centuries ago. A wrong name 
could ruin our sport. It is vital that we 
do the best we can to preserve our 
sport. Decadent (like decay) names 
mean decadent play. It's not too late. 
In fact, this is indeed the perfect place 
in history for us to change the name 
of Ultimate. We have enough people 
playing to get a good vote. We don't 
have so many that inertia will make 
us claim to be superior forever. 

Enough - to what shall we change 
the name? As always, before I answer 
this rhetorical query directly, I will 
digress. I've searched for a technique 
or method to make up a new name. I 

see basically two approaches. We can 
create a new word from classical 
roots or we can make up a nonsense 
word. One of the great things about 
baseball, football, basketball, and 
volleyball is the word "ball." "Hey, 
let's play some ball." A good "ball 
club." "Ball handling." These are 
great terms. The greatness being 
chiefly ball's monosyllablism. 

Fortunately, we have the word 
"disc" available. It has one syllable. It 
also has a unique sound. Lastly, it 
avoids the word "Frisbee." Although 
this brings exactly the right image to 
mind, it is not desirable. It has two 
syllables - it doesn't roll trippingly 
off the tongue. But people pick up on 
the word disc. My co-workers, my 
family, all sorts of normal people are 
using "disc" regularly. There is 
already a contingent of people who 
feel that "Aerodisc" would be a 
suitable name. Now there's a word 
just packed full with classical roots. 
Flying discs! Unfortunately, nearly 
everyone who throws a disc is putting 
the disc in flight through the air (of 
all places). Freestylists, maxaloftors , 
distancers, and golfers are, in a sense, 
all playing "Aerodisc ." With this 
drawback, I felt the need to search 
further. 

Having examined the classical pro
spects versus nonsense words it has 
become clear that the answer is in the 
middle - "Yokbee." "What?" 
Yokbee! 

Nonsense words are good. Rugby, 
soccer, nylon, or squash are all good 
words this way. Yokbee. A clean, 
two-syllable word with classical roots 
and not so classical roots. The first 
syllable comes from the Latin 
"iacere" or "jacere" - to throw. Pro
nounced Yokere. This is the Latin 
general throw, ie. non-violent. In 
Latin, when Ceasar's men throw 
spears, a different word is used . The 
second syllable has the sporty "bee" 
sound and has its root in the modern 
Frisbee. 

Yokbee sounds good to me. I know 
you're skeptical, but look it over and 
try it on some of your uninitiated 
friends who might not be as cynical as 
yourself. 

Yokbee - "Football will never be 
the same." 

Canine Column by Michael Tabas 

Flying Disc Magazine is proud to 
introduce our newest associate, 
Michael Tabas and his dog Astra. 
Michael is our Canine Editor and will 
head up each issue's Canine Column. 

Greetings Disc-Dogs and their 
Throwers! We are entering a new era 
of Canine Catch and Fetch. More and 
more contests are being held these 
days, and now there are even official 
rules and standards for national com
petitions. 

Astra and I first became interested 
in K-9 Catch and Fetch when we saw 
Ashley Whippet on a TV commercial 
several years ago. We knew im
mediately this sport was for us. I 
began to practice my throws as I 
taught her to catch the disc. 
Remember, this is really a team sport 
in which the dog and thrower work 
together very closely, just like a 
thoroughbred race horse and its 
jockey. It requires precision team
work and timing. Although Astra 
picked up the sport easily, not all 
dogs will. 

Astra and I had our first taste of 
competition as a result of a local 
television station's publicity gimmick 

here in Philadelphia. The sport's an
nouncer on the evening news invited 
viewers to send in suggestions for 
their own "sports fantasies." If 
reasonable and realistic, he would ar
range it and then show it on the sports 
news that week. People asked to drive 
race cars, try to score goals against 
pro NHL goalies, etc. I wrote on 
behalf of Astra, requesting to 
challenge Ashley Whippet in a one
on-one K-9 Catch and Fetch contest. 
Ashley was unavailable (or perhaps 
"chicken") so they got Dan McGuire's 
"Chier• (a finalist in the previous 
year's nationals) and Bobby Jones 
was the thrower. After the first round 
of competition, we were all tied in 
points. In a stunning upset victory, 
Astra and I won the playoff! We've 
been hooked on competition ever 
since, and try to attend all the local 
tournaments. Even if no other dogs 
show up, we still give a demonstra
tion. The K-9 events, demos and con
tests always please the crowds. 

When beginning to train a dog for 
disc activities, the important first step 
is to get the dog to like the disc and 
treat it as a toy. This can be achieved 

by any or all of the following 
games or techniques with the disc: 
Hide and Seek, Keep Away, rolling it, 
tying a string to it and swinging it 
around, smearing gravy or peanut 
butter or some of the dog's favorite 
food on the inside rim, using the disc 
as a food or water bowl, Tug of War, 
encouraging the dog to intercept 
throws to other humans, and it may 
even help to take your dog to a place 
where it can see other Disc Dogs in 
action . It's O.K. to let the dog chew 
on the disc; you will probably go 
through quite a few discs over the 
years, but it's worth it. 

Once the dog likes to play with or 
go after the disc, try a short, easy 
toss. The trick is to start out gradual
ly with lots of praise for any attempt 
at catching, whether successful or 
not. Once you get to this point, it just 
becomes a matter of time and practice 
before the distance can be increased. 
It is imperative, however, to get the 
dog to fetch the disc back to the 
thrower promptly. You should insist 
upon this from the very beginning of 
the teaching process. Never let your 
dog make you take even one step to 
get the disc back. Also, insist that the 
dog release the disc when it is fetched 
back; Tug of War is a good game to 
play at first, but not once the dog 
learns to catch and fetch. Learning to 
read the disc in the wind and learning 
to jump up high to catch the disc are 
skills that take more time and practice 
to develop, if they don't come 
naturally. 

In future columns, we'll discover 
such areas as freestyle tricks, tourna
ment tips, troubleshooting (ie., par
ticular problems such as getting the 
dog to catch, jump, fetch, etc.), train
ing techniques, tournament results 
and announcements, national 
records, questions and answers, inter
views, and many more. This column 
is for you, so please write in with your 
experiences, questions and sugges
tions. 
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gro 
fiction: by Dave Johnson 

nee upon a time, just yesterday as 
a matter of fact, there lived, next to 
a deep forest, Hyzer and Gyro, and 
their mother, Mother Homespun. 
Well , one fine day, Hyzer and Gyro, 

hyperactive sorts, were spinning around the 
house knocking things over, when all of a 
sudden they knocked over their mother's 
precious bottle of Slimo Silicate, a real 
calamity. This was precious stock, you see, 
because they didn't revolve around in high 
circles, and couldn't really afford the stuff. So, 
Mother Homespun really cherished her small 
hoard of Slimo Silicate. Thus, the two 
youngsters were appalled, and with good 
reason , as they watched the greasy globberings 
slink slickly into the cracks in the floor. They 
knew their lot. When Mother came back she 'd 
have them melted down and turned into Hula
Hoops and they'd spend the rest of their lives 
doing loop da loops around pretty girls' waists. 
Not a bad fate, you might think, but discs have 
different interests than most of us, and the 
thought of it reduced them to a wobble. 

It seemed that all that was left for the two 
youngsters was to become fugitives. So, Hyzer 
and Gyro, now more than ever faced with a life 
of flight , took off for the woods at a run -
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(continued from page 29) 
or rather, they flew, after all, this 
is an aerie tale. At the edge of the 
deep dark woods they paused, or if 
the truth be known, delayed, for that 
was their way. "How will we ever find 
our way through this tangle?" wailed 
Gyro. "Don't worry," said the ever 
resourceful Hyzer. "I've brought 
along a bag of Mini's. We'll leave a 
trail of them as we go along so we can 
find our way back out." Thus 
reassured, they set out into the 
primitive wood, strewing Mini's in 
their wake, knowing they could 
always retrace their steps. They 
would have been horrified to a dead 
wobble though, had they but known 
that a whole group of voracious col
lectors were on safari at this par
ticular time. In fact, only an hour 
after Hyzer and Gyro started their 
dark journey, their trail markers were 
pounced on with great relish and the 
whole group of collectors waltzed on 
down their path, picking up Mini's, 
trading them with their friends, mak
ing deals that couldn't be refused, 
hiking up prices and generally carry
ing on and having a fine old time. 

Meanwhile, Hyzer and Gyro 
journeyed deeper and deeper into the 
obscurity. In the profound si lence, 
each tree seemed to be hunched up in 
introspection thinking its own glum 
thoughts. Suddenly the two were 
startled by a metallic rattle on their 
left. With a horrified gasp they 
beheld, looming out of the gloom, the 
sinister rusty si lhouette of a Disc Pole 
Hole! The ghastly rattling that had 
first attracted their attention was the 
sound of its greedy gobbling up of yet 
another disc! Yes, there they were, 
right in the middle of a difficult par 
three dog-leg and they were just one 
good putt away from being eaten. 
"Let's try for a bogey - or better yet, 
head for the rough," wailed Hyzer, 
and they took a wicked slice into a 
tangle of vines, and were never seen 
on that course again. 

So, on and on they glided through 
the forest seeing the grim dim world 
on every side, for being spinning 
creatures, they were spared nothing. 
They saw on every band this mossy 
mausoleum where only besmirched 
light ever reached . The only bright 
spots were when squadrons of 
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moonlighters moved by on silent 
patr'ol on the prowl for ringless wrig
glers, hybrids without that trademark 
that wandered through the gloom 
searching for players to attach 
themselves to. 

Well, Hyzer and Gyro, now hours 
away from all that was familiar, were 
weary to the ribs, bone tired, as we 
humans would say. They'd journeyed 
far, were almost out of Mini's, and it 
was time to find a haven for the 
night. So, they wended and wobbled, 
vacillating from glade to glade till 
they found one that felt better than 
the rest, and with a final MAC, bare
ly glancing away from a disc eating fir 
tree, they settled down in gentle des
cent for their just and due rest. 

Now, you and I anxious to pursue 
this adventure might call this an in
tolerable delay, but they're the ones 
who are spinning this tale, and spin at 
rest they did, balanced on the end of 
sturdy twigs in the dead lower bran
ches of a great white pine. 

Darkness spilled in like black ink 
from a ruptured well, thick enough 
even to discourage the roving 
moonlighters, and the two travelers 
fell off into a steep sleep. But sleep 
was not a shelter for long, for what 
terrifying visions soon began to 
flicker across the mind views of the 
lonely wanderers! Hyzer had a horri
ble dream of a manicured fingernail 
tickling his underside till he fell to the 
grass and lay still. It was in front of 
thousands of people in a big bowl. He 
was picked up again and thrown in an 
air-bounce with G's so powerful that 
they constricted his flow. Then he 
was kicked, delayed, chest-rolled, 
delayed again, kicked again, popped 
up through a pair of hairy legs, 
delayed still again (this wasn't his 
style), and just when he thought he 
could take no more, thrown in a high 
arc, high up over the crowd, and then 
back down straight for a belly, shirt 
held high in a yawning trap. Down he 
boomeranged, belly-button bull's eye 
exploding in his vision. Then 
SPLAT! - a direct hit, caught in an 
opaque gauze, something thumping 
away, a nasty smell; he'd never been 
so close to the pits before. Hyzer 
awoke with a shudder, realized his 
delay was indeed proving to be in-

tolerable, and spun himself fitfully 
back to sleep. 

Meanwhile, Gyro dreamt she was 
being thrown to the lions, or rather 
the dogs, and a nasty lot they were, 
too - mangy creatures that showed 
no signs of breeding and nipped at 
her as she tried to escape their signing 
their autographs with their teeth . 
Poodles toyed with her, Labradors 
labelled her, Great Danes drooled 
drolely, and that Whippet worried 
her silly. But worst of all was that 
Sheepdog . Its owner called it 
"Ruthless" or so she thought, and 
horror of horrors, it came up to her 
as she lay spent in the grass, gave a 
disgusted sniff or two, turned around 
and ... and... She woke up quaking 
with revulsion on her last wobbles, 
and with a great shudder she , as had 
Hyzer, spun herself back to 
sleep .. .into merciful oblivion. 

Finally morning came, or rather 
daylight savings time as it was known 
in this forest, for since it never really 
became light in these glens anytime, it 
was obvious that daylight was saving 
itself the bother of trying, and going 
off and illuminating more accessible 
places. But even the little light that 
there was was a big improvement over 
the terrors of the night, and Hyzer 
and Gyro gladly ZZZ'd themselves 
back to wakefulness. By now, 
though, they were terribly homesick, 
and despite what they knew would be 
the almighty wrath of Mother 
Homespun, they set back on the trail 
they had left of Mini's, their only con
nection with the familiar sunlit sur
roundings of life on the outside which 
now they desperately yearned for, 
even if they would have to live it as 
Hula-Hoops. But, alas, before they'd 
traveled even a thousand revolutions, 
the trail stopped. The collectors! Yes, 
the collectors had already done a 
thorough job. The Mini's had been 
picked up, thumb-flicked back and 
forth in appreciation, then they'd 
been analyzed, categorized, serializ
ed, weighed, balanced, checked for 
decals, mold numbers, and had their 
rings counted. The only thing that 
had stopped them was that inky 
darkness. But despite the early hour , 
they were at it again! Camped just 
out of earshot of our sorry 

" With a horrified gasp they beheld, looming out of the gloom, the sinister, rusty silhouette of a Disc Pole Hole!" 

wanderers, they had set up a bazaar, curiously, these same trees were 
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(continued on page 32) 
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An unnatural glow emmanating from somewhere ahead .. . " Home of the Hiawhopper." 

led a sheltered life, knew nothing of 
such places. The light streamed out at 
them in heavy sell beams, and despite 
basic misgivings, they were compelled 
to proceed towards its source . And 
what choice had they? Why it was a 
stronger force even than car-suck! 
They were lost, tired, bewildered, and 
had been in shades of loveless gloom 
for so long that any light, no matter 
how jaundiced was a welcome beacon 
of hope. So, full of trepidation, yet 
longing for illumination, they spun 
themselves closer and closer to the 
source of all this energy. Suddenly 
they emerged from the last barrier of 
brush, and there before them was the 
most amazing sight they had ever 
seen! Why it was plastic, and more 
plastic, a whole world of plastic glint
ing every which way. It was built into 
all sorts of strange shapes and 
designs, and in such clashing color 
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combinations that it made the two 
lost travelers wobble in dizzy 
disorientation. There were towering 
castlements of white with purple in
teriors, and pink seats, arches of sick
ly yellow draped over low squat 
plastic palaces, an enormous plastic 
Indian maiden whose headdress 
feather wobbled back and forth while 
at the same time her hand convulsive
ly reached for her mouth which 
clamped down on whatever it had in 
it, then returned to her side. This 
whole process took about three 
seconds, and was repeated over and 
over again . The thing she was eating 
was never consumed. At her enor
mous feet was a sign saying "Home of 
the Hiawhopper, Over 10 Billion 
Sold! " A little further down, lit up 
like a narcissistic lighthouse, was an 
enormous clown which rocked its 
head from side to side, keeping the 

same idiotic grin all the while. On and 
on it went. There were great plastic 
fat boys, enormous plastic lumber
jacks, bloated plastic cows, Swiss 
Misses, Ms. Swishers, and everything 
was decked out in the most con
tinuous gaudy gathering of colors 
that didn't get along with one another 
that the mind can imagine . 

And from this blizzard of 
brightness wafted one smell, or rather 
many variations of a very common 
theme: burghers ... BURGHERS! big 
burghers, wafer burghers, bombastic 
burghers, busty burghers, bliss 
burghers, slim burghers, buxum 
burghers, bloated burghers, bonkers 
burghers, spam burghers; there were 
quarter pounders, bite em rounders, 
mystery meat burghers, fast 
burgher s, burgherruns 
BURGHERS! 

Now Hyzer and Gyro were utterly 
repelled by this whole scene, but there 
was no way they could turn repulsion 
into propulsion away from there. In 
fact, they were being willed closer at 
an ever increasing rate; it was far 
more compelling than the worst car
suck they had ever encountered. 
Faster and faster they were spun in, 
the fast-food lights, sights and smell 
all blending into a searing nauseous 
orb. 

Then suddenly with a great 
decelerative slackening jolt, they were 
brought up short by a horrible shriek 
of triumph. "I've got you, you 
backwoods ninnies! Why you'll fit 
right in with my new fish -house ex
pansion project. You two will make 
fine little chairs for the toddlers as 
they nip into my new jelly fish 
burghers!" Hyzer and Gyro, ribs 
standing out in terror, ventured a 
look at their new antagonist, and 
nearly wilted on the spot, for there 
before them was the most ugly 
Mistress (as opposed to Master) that 
they had ever laid their eyes on. She 
wobbled and wavered, turned over in 
a warped manner, was all scuffed up , 
and had obviously been run over 
several times. She relied on a whish 
broom to keep her airborne. She was 
altogether from a different mold than 
any fellow disc they had ever run 
across, and they hoped never to meet 

her like again. 
Suddenly there was a whoosh, then 

still another, followed by more nasty 
cackles from the evil Mistress . This 
time it was two members of a roving 
moonlighter patrol that had been 
caught. And as our two hapless 
wanderers looked back toward the 
gloomy wood, they saw with horror 
that all sorts of discs, attracted to the 
peripheries of light, were being 
caught up in the evil Mistress' spell 
and were being propelled into the 
middle of her fast food madness. 
"Ah, my little nasties," she screeched, 
"You're about to encounter the worst 
crisis of your lives - a meltdown! 
And then I shall fashion you into the 
plastic perfection of my monumental 
schemes ... a strip from sea to shining 
sea teeming with greedy malnourish
ed inflation maddened money spend
ing brain addled human beinz - and 
as they stuff their faces over and over 
again, they'll fall further under my 
spell and do my want. And what do I 
want? I want malnourished dim 
minds - the better to bring them to 
my bright neon lights and jiggle their 
eyes at my calumnious color com
binations. They'll spend, spend, 
spend! They won't be able to help it 
- I raise my prices, no stopping now, 
they'll continue to spend, spend, 
spend! 20 percent inflation rate -
still spend, spend, spend; stuff their 
faces, !arden their guts, go into hock, 
extend credit to the limit, pawn off 
their parents, so as to spend, spend, 
spend on my far flung fast food 
fiesta; then the system can't take it 
anymore, everyone spent, spent, 
spent! The great crash, depression, 
no more money to spend, spend, 
spend, but everyone very hungry, fast 
food dreams, fast food salivations, 
big mac attacks, stomach rumbles, 
shakes become big stakes. Then just 
when everything is on the verge of 
chaos, I, the Great Round Hope ap
pear with an inspiring message for the 
teeming masses, 'Free fast food, and 
all you want if you vote for ME!'" ... 
and on and on she screeched and 
rambled and sputtered and blub
bered, spattered and spitted, and slur
red, her voice slithering. Hyzer and 
Gyro of course barely understood a 
word she said, and anyway their at-

tention was far more preoccupied 
with matters of utmost concern to 
them. For along with all the other 
captured discs, they'd been placed by 
the evil Mistress on a wide conveyor 
belt and moment by moment were be
ing propelled ever closer to the caver
nous great mouth of a full stoked 
oven! The Mistress' delirious cackl
ings and the oven's hot breath roar 
mingled together in a horrible sym
phony as the two in a slow wobble of 
mortal dread found themselves on the 
brink of metamorphosis. 

Then, all at once, the Mistress' 
screeches turned to high panic and 
hysteria, her gloating babblings to a 
banshee wail. "Get your hands off me 
you big brutes!" she shrieked. The 
collectors! They'd dropped by for 
lunch and ... "Stop the presses!" yell
ed their leader, "They're in mint con
dition; that's the best example of a 
Double Esker I've ever seen!" "And 
the one beside it," piped in one of his 
mates, "an American Trends .... far 
out! Grab them quick!" and snatched 
them just in a nick of time from the 
brink of fiery disaster; Hyzer and 
Gyro lay quivering in the collector's 
hands. 

As for the evil Mistress ... "What an 
ugly old lid," said the lead collector. 
"Looks like she's descended from a 
long line of battered garbage tins. She 
probably never made it in the social 
whirl, must have warped her mind, 
what a waste." "Maybe she'll reform, 
turn over a new leaf," suggested one 
of the more charitable collectors. 
"Naw," replied the leader, "She'll just 
turn over like she's always done; put 
her out of her misery, throw her in 
there!" And in the oven she went, in a 
zinging sidearm guts shot, her last 
horrible screech descending into in
coherent blubbering as she melted 
away. And at that moment the whole 
universe seemed to light up, a great 
ZAP!, and one and all were blinded, 
and remained so for several minutes . 
There was utter bedazzlement, and at 
the same time a great hub-bub, an 
enormous clattering as if the whole 
world were being rearranged. And in
deed it was. The sprawling fast food 
kingdom's time had come, and gone, 
and when our heroes and their 
liberators could finally see again, they 

were greeted with an incredible sight. 
It was light, real light! The sun 
twinkled away ever so benignly from 
its far removed thermonuclear 
throne. The air was now totally 
cleansed of burgher blight and was 
bouyant and balmy, and full of 
mischievous little eddies and up
drafts, very supportive, as discs are 
fond of describing such air masses; 
and a joyful great burden the at
mosphere bore this day! For a great 
whooshing buzz filled the senses with 
sublime vibration, the buzz of 
countless discs, free, liberated from 
the horrid fast food plasticity that the 
evil Mistress had molded them into. 
The air was full of them, discs of 
every color and description, air 
bouncing, wafting, waltzing, wing
ing, turning over with joy, MTAing, 
delaying, rolling, pitching, preten
ding to be caught in car-suck, and in 
general, carrying on as if they were 
fresh out of the package. And the col
lectors! Their eyes were glazed over in 
utter ecstasy . They were just about 
paralyzed into pillars of salt by the 
wonders of it all, that is till a whole 
family of Mystery Y's flew by their 
noses - that got their act together 
quick, and off they stampeded in hot 
pursuit. Others, more speculative, 
and low on stash hadn't been able to 
help but notice the fresh green world 
that had sprung up around them and 
its many variety of exotic plants. 
They realized there was going to be a 
lot more to deal with here than discs 
alone, and immediately began to take 
inventory. 

So, the upshot was the world was 
good again for one and all; the collec
tors were in seventh heaven, and the 
liberated discs spiralled about in un
dreamed of flights of fancy. Even 
Mother Homespun, soon reunited 
with her wayward siblings, relented 
when offered a lifetime's supply of 
Slimo Silicate, and gladly agreed to 
entrust herself (she was a rare old bird 
afterall), and her son and daughter, 
who were real items too, to the care 
and stewardship of the collectors. So 
they spent the rest of their days fawn
ed over, admired, and even occa
sionally traded and dealt about. But 
in general, humans and enlightened 
plasticine lived happily ever after. e 
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dave cohn 
A different perspective is the hallmark of 
Dave Cohn's photography, and his disc 
photography is no exception. Dave honed 
his creativity and talent while studying at 
the prestigious Rochester Institute of 
Technology, and last year received a 
degree in photography for his efforts. 
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Dave is also a talented disc player. He 
captained the RIT Ultimate team, and 
although he specializes in Ultimate, he 
always enjoys a good freestyle jam 
throughout which he displays the same 
creativity that is responsible for his 
excellent photographic work. 

0 
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A unique name for a unique disc. 
Very few of them are known to exist 
- less than ten, even if you count the 
beautiful mint condition sample on 
display at the Wham-0 Mfg. Com
pany's "Wall of Fame." The Zolar is a 
close cousin to the famous Mystery 
"Y" regular model, both of which 
were made by the Empire Plastic 
Company of Pelham, New York in 
the late fifties. 

So far, the colors known to exist 

stamp easily scrapes off with a light 
stroke of the fingernail. 

The main difference between the 
Zolar and the Mystery "Y" regular is 
the structure of the flight plate. The 
Zolar's flight plate is relatively flat 
from the shoulder to the edge of the 
cupola, whereas the Mystery Y has a 
flight plate that slopes upward at a 
slight angle from the shoulder for ap
proximately two inches, then flattens 
out for another one and an eighth 

COLLfCTinG THf ZOLHH 
!ARTICLE BY: JIM PALMERI I 
are red, blue, silver, and turquoise, 
all having a circular white hot stamp 
design as seen in the pictures accom
panying this article. That hot stamp is 
one of the factors that makes this rare 
and historical disc all the more signif
icant and desirable as a collector's 
item. It appears to be the very first ex
ample of a hot stamped decoration 
used on a flying disc. Unlike modern 
day hot stamp technology, though, 
the white coloring of the Zolar hot 
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inches before reaching the edge of the 
cupola. An interesting fact here is 
that the circular juncture formed 
where the inner flight plate meets the 
outer flight plate is the exact same 
diameter of the circular hot stamp 
design on the Zolar. 

Which came first, the Zolar or the 
Mystery "Y"? No one knows for sure, 
and there doesn't seem to be any way 
of finding out. But there are some 
clues that lead us to believe that the 

Zolar was made first. One strong in
dication supporting this theory is the 
existence of an Empire Plastic Com
pany information sheet picturing 
both the tournament and regular size 
"Y" models. The tournament size 
model pictured on the sheet is the ac
tual disc as it was sold, engraving and 
all. The picture of the regular model, 
however, is an obvious prototype of 
some sort, and not the actual Mystery 
"Y" disc itself. The regular size "Y" 
model that was marketed by Empire 
had the same engraving pattern that 
the larger "Y" model did, but the pic
ture on the information sheet shows a 
disc that has the words "FRISBEE" 
stenciled on rather than engraved. 
Also missing is the engraving of the 
two fellows playing catch. 

We theorize that when the Empire 
Plastic Company was preparing to 
market a smaller version of their large 
disc, there were no samples yet 
available for the advertising depart
ment who was putting together the in
formation sheet. Therefore, they pro
bably took an already existing disc 
that they had access to and mocked it 
up to look like the soon-to-come 
regular size "Y" model. 

The actual disc in the picture on the 
information sheet looks suspiciously 
close to what an un-hot stamped 
Zolar would have looked like if it 
were to have had the words 
"FRISBEE" stenciled on it in the 
manner demonstrated in the picture. 
If that were indeed the case, then the 
Zolar must have come first. 

Another indication that the Zolar 
mold was manufactured before the 
Mystery "Y" is the fact that when the 
Empire Plastic Company went out of 
the disc manufacturing business, 
Wham-0 acquired their disc making 
molds and a small variety of leftover 
discs. The discs were both Zolars and 
Mystery "Y"s, but the only molds ac
quired were those used for making 
the Mystery "Y" discs. This indicates 
that Empire may have created one of 
their Mystery regular molds by 
retooling what would have been the 
mold that the Zolar discs came from. 

This is all speculation though; even 
Wham-0 officials are not sure of ex
actly what they acquired when the 
Empire Plastic Company went out of 

the disc making business. All we 
know for sure is that two different 
Wham-0 regular model molds were 
made from retooled Mystery "Y" 
molds, and that the tournament size 
"Y" mold is still in Wham-O's posses
sion. But there is no sign of a Zolar 
mold. One conclusion that fits all 
these facts is that the Zolar mold was 
retooled into a Mystery "Y" mold 
which means, of course, that the 
Zolar had to come first. 

The only thing keeping collectors 
from being comfortable with this 
theory is the fact that the Zolar disc 
was hot stamped. Disc hot stamping 
did not gain popularity until the mid 
60's, so it is curious that a pre-1959 
disc is found with a hot stamped 
design. Some collectors seem to think 
that this is evidence that the Zolar 
must have followed the Mystery "Y" 
models, rather than preceded them. 
Others seem to think that the 
premature nature of the hot stamp in
dicates that it could indeed be a 
pre-1959 disc and that it represents 
the very first in hot stamp 
technology. Still others think that the 
design is not a true hot stamp at all, 
but some other means of decoration 
that was tested on the Zolar, but 
abandoned in favor of engraving the 
mold, thus, the retooling of the mold 
into the intricately engraved "Y" 
model. 

In other words, no one knows for 
sure about the Zolar, except that it is 
old, rare, and a highly desirable col
lector's item. If you have one, let us 
know what color it is so an accurate 
accounting of how many exist of each 
color can be made. We will keep our 
collecting readers informed as we un
cover new facts about the Zolar. 

Flying The Zolar 

The Zolar comes out on the 
short end of things when you 
start talking about its flight 
characteristics . It turns over 
badly in an understable mode 
when thrown with high velocity, 
and falls off in the overstable 
mode when thrown slowly. If 
two people stand close enough 
together and throw with just the 

NO. 84 FRISB££ 
Polythene Saucer showmg the 
word FRISBEE m large print 
cutout Jnstructronsonplastic 
rmcem bac~ of:>aucer Colorful 
cardm saucer 
~8~~~;· .~sJ.' · red, blue & yellow 

PACKED 
1 

J d~~~~~e:, _ 6 doz 
carton 

W£/GHT: 19 lbs. 

right velocity, a reasonable 
game of catch can be played 
with it, but that's it. 
, If you've thrown an early 
Humphrey Flyer (molds 3,4,5, or 
6), you have a pretty good idea 
of the Zolar flight characteris
tics . It just wouldn't make it in 
today's market, but in its time 
the only discs available that 
would fly better were the Pluto 
Platter and the Space Saucer. 

TmMs: 2~ 10 DAYS, fDB P£lHAM MANOR, N.Y. 

NO. 8{) GIANT FRISB££ 
largeJ/lJ"po/yfheneSaucer 
lnstructrons lor FRISBEE b 
ofplasltcprece lndrvrduatf; ack 
g~~~HSd rn colorlur bo~ 
SIZE I Jl ~~s~ red blue & yellow 
PACKW: j dor:meter 
W£1GHI 9 lbs 

EMPIRE PLASTIC CORP p lh 
., • orn Manor, N.Y. 

(above). Note that the " Y:' model 
portrayed on this Empire Plastic 
Company promo sheet is not the same 
as the actual " Y" disc as shown on the 
left. 
(left) . The central plate portion of the " Y' ' 
model is the exact same size as the 
circular hot stamp design on the Zolar. 
Does it mean anything? Or is it a 
coincidence? 
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the 40 mold 
the disc that ushered 

in the modern era 
of competition 

The Original Four-Signature 
40 Mold World Class 119 G. Model 

What a delight it was back in 
August of 1975 when the original 40 
mold discs were fir st put into our 
hands. It was just in time ... the mold 
for the very best disc ever to have 
been available, the fir st period CPI 
"All-Star" had been retooled the year 
before, so the supply of those discs 
had been getting scarce and they were 
never to be made again. The world 
was ready for a truly great fl ying disc 
to take its place, and it came in the 
form of the now famous "Pepsi" Rose 
Bowl 40 mold disc, made specially for 
the 1975 WFC. This new disc first hit 
the market in November of that year 
as part of Wham-O's new World 
Class G Series line. 

The name "Four-Signature" came 
from the fact that the men's and 
women's Overall and Distance cham
pions from the 1975 WFC were in
vited to endorse the World Class 
Series, and their signatures appear on 
the disc as part of the hot stamp 
design. Subsequent models of the 119 
G . World Class disc have only one or 
two signatures on them, and it 
became convenient to distinguish the 
original 119 G . from the other 

varieties by referring to it as the Four
Signature model. 

The Four-Signature 40 mold discs 
were made throughout the first part 
of 1976. Irwin Toy Company of , 
Canada borrowed the mold to make a 
Canadian version of the World Class 
model, and by the time it got back to 
Wham-0, it had gone through 
enough wear and tear to need retool
ing before it could be used for pro
duction of the 1977 World Class 119 
G . models. 

The subtle changes in the disc's 
shape, caused by the retooling, 
were enough to produce noticeable 
changes in the disc's flight character
istics. Most players consider the 
original 40 mold disc to be superior to 
its second period counterpart, and 

mold 
The venerable Four-Signature 40 
mold Worl d Class 119 G. model 
- the first of a growing fami ly of 
40 molds that have established 
t hemselves as being among t he 
very best flying discs available 
for competi t ion and recreational 
play. 

Note the mold number on the top
side of the disc. This distinguish
es the original 40 mo ld Four
Signature disc from its bogus 
cousin , the original 41 mold, a 
notoriously bad flyer. 

mold 
At first glance, this disc looks 
exactly like the 40 mold Four
Signatu re, but closer inspection 
reveals a difference in shoulder 
shape, and, of course, the 41 
mold number as pictured here. 

until the recent appearance of the 
DGA Night and Midnight Flyers, the 
Four-Signature disc was considered 
to be one of the very best golf discs 
available. 

Because of its historical signifi
cance, and because the general con
sensus among players who have used 
this disc is that it is indeed a good fly
ing disc, we chose the original 40 
mold Four-Signature model to serve 
as the FDM official standard of com
parison disc. 

General Flight 
Impression and Stability 

The Four-Signature 40 mold disc 
seems to have only one basic draw
back - it is too light. At an average 
of about 115 grams, it makes a great 
downwind distance disc, but for 
general throwing use in a golf game, 
it can't buck the wind the way the cur
rent 140-160 G. DGA 40 molds can. 
But in its day, there was no alter
native and it served very well despite 
its lightness . A very heavy headwind 
will turn over the original 40 mold, 
but then, that kind of wind turns over 
almost any disc. In a normally heavy 
headwind , the disc is very stable, 
more than one would expect. In the 
downwind direction, the disc is also 
completely stable, and our indoor, 
no-wind testing came up with the 
same results. 

In our medium velocity tests, there 
was still no indication of over or 
understability. The only time the 
original 40 mold would turn over was 
in the low velocity 7-10 meters per se
cond tests. When the disc travels 
below 10 meters per second, it 
di spla ys moderately o ver stable 
characteristics, about a + 2 on our 
rating scale. 

As for its ability to hold a normal 
curve , it is just about perfect. The 
hyzer angle that you launch the disc 
with is the same angle that it com
pletes the flight with. It must be 
pointed out, of course, that this and 
other stability observations are based 
upon a disc that is in good shape. A 
disc that is scraped up or is otherwi se 
worn out can lose its stability, and 
along with that, its ability to hold a 
curve. Also, there are always a few 
discs that do not get molded properly, 
\Continu ed on page 45) 
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Flying Disc Magazine 
Flight Test Data 40 Mold 

Four-Signature 119G. 
World Class Frisbee Disc 
Manufactured by Wham-0 

Mfg. Co. from Nov. 1975 to 
mid-1976 

Physical Data: 
Material : Polyethylene 
Average Weight : 118.3 grams 
Diameter : 23.4 em . 
Rim Depth : 17 mm . 
Lip Thickness : 2 mm . 
Colors : Turquoise , Brown , Yellow , 

Chartreuse . 
Price: $8-$12 on the collectors' 

market . 

_ _ c:;tll_ Original Retail Price: $2-$3 . 

Medium 
Velocity Low Velocity Ability to 
Stability Stability hold a 

15-20 Meters/ Second 7-10 Meters/ Second normal curve 

SCF Ratings: 
1 = Don't bother 
10 = Great 

Durability Ratings 
1-4 = Broke right away 
5-7= Took a beating 
8-10 = Survived nicely 

Tough Use Test 

I I I I I I I I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Freezer Test 

TRC I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

40 Mold 

100 Mold DGA 

3rd Period 
CPI All Star 

100 Mold DGA 

3rd Period 
CPi All Star 

40 Mold 

100 Mold DGA 

3rd Period 
CPI All Star 
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40 

40 

40 

Average Distance In Meters 
Upwind 

11 50 .92 

J 56 .44 

49.44 

50 60 70 

Downwind 

~ ] 73.45 

70 .65 

70 .11 

50 60 70 

No Wind 

] 66 .0 

] 65 7 

] 62.45 

50 60 70 

+ 8 
+ 6 
+ 4 
+ 2 

0 

- 2 
- 4 
- 6 
- 8 

No Wind 

+ 10 
+ 8 
+ 6 
+ 4 
+ 2 

0 
- 2 

- 4 
- 6 
- 8 

- 10 

No Wind 

+ 8 
+ 6 
+ 4 
+ 2 

0 

- 2 
- 4 
- 6 
- 8 

No Wind 

1 = Bad 
10=Great 

80 Ease of Catching 

+ 10 

8C +8 

+6 
+4 

+2 

0 
-2 

-4 

-6 

-8 

-10 
80 

Stability Ratings : 
+ 10 = Wildly overstable 

0 = Completely stable 
-10 = Wildly understable 

High Velocity Stability 
30-40 Meters/ Second 

Upwmd Downwmd No Wmd 

and although they appear to be in 
good condition, they may not fly cor
rectly. However, that is the excep
tion; what we report applies to the 
great majority of the Four-Signature 
models that have been marketed. 

Distance Testing 
The indoor portion of the distance 

testing was conducted inside the 
spacious Rochester, New York War 
Memorial building . There wouldn't 
have been enough room for a Joe 
Youngman or Tim Carmel to do the 
test throwing, but the best throws our 
staff tester could muster ran out of 
steam a safe 10-15 meters from the 
far wall. 

The distances of the throws which 
were used to find the average range 
from 65.22 to 66.83 meters. That 
averages out to 66.0 meters. As a note 
of comparison, Dave Johnson, Mr. 
Distance of the mid-seventies, threw 
the original 40 mold disc 84.4 meters 
to win the Indoor Distance title at the 
1975 WFC. 

The upwind and downwind portion 
of the distance test took place in a 
fairly steady 11-13 miles-per-hour 
breeze . The distances achieved for the 
upwind segn.ent ranged from 48.54 to 
55.4 meters, for an average of 50.92 
meters. 

The numbers looked a little better 
for the downwind throws, although 
they wouldn't cause much of a stir in 
a distance competition. The distances 
ranged from 69.77 to 77 .67 meters, 
averaging out to 73.45 meters. Our 
disc tester was never really known for 
his distance throwing, and it looks 
like he never will, at this rate. 

There is no way of knowing just 
how these distance figures relate to 
the original 40 mold's real potential 
for distance competition. That will 
become more evident as we test more 
discs to which we can compare the 
results. For now, we have some 
distance results from the 100 mold 
DGA Midnight Flyer, and the 3rd 
period CPI All Star to give some sort 
of preliminary comparison. 

The results of this comparison tend 
to back up some basic theories about 
disc flight. One such theory is that if 
the discs are of the same approximate 
size, the heavier disc will travel far-

ther when thrown into the wind, and 
will travel less distance when thrown 
downwind . It seems that the heavier 
disc should also travel farther in the 
no-wind si tuation, but in this case, 
the heavier 100 mold averaged ap
proximately the same as the lighter 40 
mold disc did. A possible explanation 
is that since the I 00 mold is slightly 
larger in diameter, the increase in 
aerodynamic drag, due to more sur
face area, probably outweighed the 
advantage of being heavier. This 
theory will either be supported or 
thrown out as more and more discs 
get tested . 

MT A and TRC Characteristics 
The Four-Signature 40 mold had 

been used quite often in the past for 
both MT A and TRC, but the suc
cessful advent of the FB-3 and other 
molds of the Wham-0 Fastback disc 
convinced many players that that was 
the way to go. Because of this, use of 
the original 40 mold for MTA never 
really developed to its full potential, 
although it is still used by some 
players for TRC. 

Our test impressions lead us to 
believe that the Four-Signature disc is 
still a viable alternative to the 
Fastback in heavier wind conditions, 
but will never see a lot of use in light 
wind. We predict that the first 300 
foot TRC throw will be made with a 
119 G. model, perhaps the Four
Signature 40 mold. Time will tell. 

Miscellaneous Considerations 
The original 40 mold disc feel s very 

comfortable in the hand. The lip is 
thick and smooth enough to cause no 
discomfort and the rim depth seems 
just right for the size of the disc. 

The plastic density and pliability 
also seems just right and adds to the 
good feel of the di sc . The flight plate 
is very sturdy without being overly 
stiff, and even in the hottest weather, 
the plastic doesn't get too soft or 
mu shy . 

This comfortable feel, coupled 
with the disc's excellent flight stabili 
ty, helps make the Four-Signature a 
fairl y easy disc to throw well, despite 
its being a relatively small diameter 
disc. Most discs under nine-and-a
half inches in diameter tend to be 
more difficult to throw than the 

larger discs, and the 119 G . is no ex
ception; but its good feel and stability 
help overcome this tendancy to a 
small degree. 

We rate the ease of catching the 119 
G. fairly high . Again, the good feel 
characteristic plays a part in this fac
tor, and this time, the small diameter 
along with its moderate weight all 
work together to make this a great 
disc to catch . There is no worry about 
a sharp rim doing a job on your 
fingers, or undue momentum from 
heavy weight smashing the bridge of 
your nose .... as long as you aren't 
playing Guts, that is. Generally, if 
you get your hand to the disc with the 
right timing and reflexes, you will 
make the catch even if your hand is 
on the wrong side of the spin. That 
can't be claimed of a heavier, larger 
diameter disc such as a Floater or 165 
G . If your hand is on the wrong side 
of the spin with one of those jobs, the 
momentum will pull it out of your 
hand as often as not. (Ed . Note: At 
least if you catch as badly as our disc 
tester does. ) 

Durability wise, our test disc gets a 
passing grade - a high passing grade. 
It got by the tipping and foot kicking 
aspect of the "Freezer Test" without a 
crack, and after the "Tough Use" 
brick wall test, it just snickered at us 
and asked for more . We had planned 
to do a close up 'before' and 'after' 
photo set to visually show you the 
damage the disc sustained after the 
wall test, but nothing at all happened 
and there was no point in doing it. 
The rim did take on a few extra scuffs 
here and there, but it didn't break, no 
matter how hard we threw it. Each 
time the disc slammed into the wall, it 
plopped to the ground in a bent up 
saddle shape, but all we had to do was 
straighten it out again and it was like 
new . Tough disc. 

In the final analysis, the 40 mold 
Four-Signature 119 G . disc stands up 
to its reputation as an excellent all 
around disc for general play. For any 
one purpose, there may be a more 
modern specialized disc that can do 
the job better such as the FB-3 for 
MT A, the DGA 40 mold for golf, or 
the Floater for freestyle; but you will 
be hard put to find any one disc that 
can do it all like this one can. e 
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TOURNAMENT DATE AND SITE: 
August 1, 2 , 3 , 1980 . Genesee Valley 
Park , Rochester, New York . 

Sponsored by WMJQ FM Radio , Pepsi 
Cola Bottling Co., Pacesetter Datsun-Fiat , 
Wham-0 Mfg . Co ., Sarah Coventry 
Jewelry , Flying Disc Magazine, and the 
Wright -Wisner Distributing Co . 

THE EVENTS: 
The M agic 92-Pacese tter Datsun -Fiat 
$1 ,000 Disc Golf Open . Recognition 
awards and NAFDS poin ts to the top 30 , a 
very special trophy to the top 10, the tradi
tional silver platter trophies to the top 4 , 
and the usual merchandise and co llector 
item prizes . Prize money breakdown : 
l st - $400, 2nd - $200 , 3 rd - $100 , 
4th -$75 , Sth-$50 , 6th - $50 , 
7th-$50 , 8th - $25 . 9th - $25 , 
lOth - $25 . The Pacesetter Open will con
sist of a 36 hole preliminary qualifying 
round on Friday , Aug . 1st at 3 :00P.M ., 
and then a 63 hole cumulative score com
petition co mmencing Saturday , Aug . 2nd . 
The first 100 en trants to preregister by mail 
will be exempt from the Friday qualifying 
round . All o thers must be present Friday , 
2 :45 P.M . for the prelims. All people 
registering for the Open Golf event will be 
notified by return mail whether they have 
registered on time, or whether they must 
be on hand Friday for the qualifying round . 
If you register aft er July 20th , expect the 
worst and show up for the Friday round -
or ca ll by phone to see if you were lucky 
despite your late entry . The top 44 players 
from this round will advance to the 
cu mulative score rounds. 
(Please Note : Registration for the Open 
closes at 2:45P.M . on Friday , August 1st. 
There will be no possibility o f co mpeting in 
this portion of the AFDO if yo u are not 
registered by that time. Please do not fly in 
from California or other points afar hoping 
to find an opening in the field .) 

The Wom en 's U .S. Disc Golf Champion 
ship : Recognition awards to the top 30 , 
very specia l trophies to the top 10, the 
famous AFDO silver platter awards to the 
top 4 , and the prestigious Allen Cup to the 
winner . Total prize money : $1 ,000 divided 
to the top 10 with same breakdown as in 
the Pacesetter Open . Registration closes at 
10 :00 P.M ., Friday , August 1st . (No Satur 
day morning registration) . Competition 
consists of 63 cumulative score holes . 

The Matts Premium DDC Championships. 
Great trophies. $300 in prize money, and 

THE 1980 
AMERICAN 
FLYING DISC OPEN 
$3,300 in prize money 
NAFDS points. $200 to Open Division . 
$100 to W omen 's Division . Registration 
closes at 10 :00 P.M . sharp , Friday , August 
1st. (No Sat. registration) . 

Senior Division - points in Disc Golf, 
DDC, and a third event at yo ur discretion . 
Great troph ies and prizes . Registrat ion 
closes at 10:00 P.M ., Friday , Aug . 1st. 

The Magic 92 / Pepsi $1,000 Invitational 
Freestyle Championships . Featuring the 
famous and prestigious Kalb / Roddick 
Cup . Five invitat ions have been extended 
to the Men's and Women's defending 
WFC and FPA W orld Champions and to 
the only two-time WFC Champions , Jens 
and Erwin V elasquez . Two places are 
open and will go to the individuals who 
earn the most points in a to tal o f their best 
three finishes in NAFDS or FPA competi
tion during 1980. Points will be figured as 
in NAFDS competition . Any openings due 
to declined invitations will be filled on the 
same point basis. Prize money breakdown 
is $300 for first , $200 for second , and 
$100 for each of the other part icipating 
pairs . Players interested in being con 
sidered for invi tation , send us a list of 
freestyle tournaments you have or will be 
competing in so we can calc ulate your 
poin ts as the season progresses . You will 

be notified by phone on Monday . July 
28th if you qualify . 

REGISTRATION: 
On site registration will take place at 
Genesee Valley Park all day Friday, Aug . 
1st until 7 :30 P.M . and from 8 :00 to 10 :00 

P.M . at the Tournament H eadquarters in 
the Susan B . Anthony H all at the Universi 
ty of Rochester . 

HOUSING: 
Housing will be available at the University 
of Rochester Susan B . Anthony Hall . 
Rates : $5 .00/ night per p erson for 

students with current student ID 
cards. $8 .50/ night per person 
do ubl e occupancy fo r no n 
students. $11.00/ night fo r a 
single room . 

For guaranteed room space in this dorm, 
en try form must be in by July 20th . After 
that day , first come, first serve. Please 
enclose check for pre-registered housing . 

AWARDS PARTY: 
Plan ahead to travel home on Monday, 
August 4th so you can attend the gala 
A wards Party to be held Sunday night after 
the competit ion is over . It will be a great 
time for all and the annual Super Pro Chug 
wi ll be con tested at these festivities . This 
year's trophy will be a now rare, but very 
beautiful , blue original 50 mo ld Super Pro . 
Use th is form below to enter . Enclose en try 
fee of $10 .00 and make sure the release is 
signed . Send it to Lin Goodwin , 172 High 
St. , Fairport , New York 14450. All entries 
sent in by mail will be acknowledged by 
return mail wi th a compet itor's in formation 
packet , including a map of the area. 

716-425-2295 (Lin 's number) 

7 16-442-6910 (FDM's number) 

Name------------- Phone No . _____ _ 
Address _____________________ _ 

City State ______ Zip ____ _ 

Age : 0 Under 18 0 18 or over 

Events: 0 Disc Golf 0 Division : 0 Open 0 Women's 
0 DOC 0 Masters 0 Grandmasters 

Please reserve me a dorm 0 Wed . D Thurs. Fri. DSat. D Sun. 
room for the following nights : 0 Single 0 Double 

Name of roommate-------------------
Are you a student 0 Yes (Please enclose check for housing) 

For seeding purposes : Send $ 10 .00 and th is form to : 
1. H ave you finished in the top 30 in a Lin Goodwin 

NAS or DGA Golf event during 1979 172 High St. 
or 807 D Y es D No Fairport, NY 14450 . 

2 . Best DDC finish during 1979 and 80 __ 

I hereby release all parties connected w ith the production of th is tourn ament from 
liability for any loss or injury I may susta in through participa tion of AFDO being 
held August 1, 2 , and 3 , 1980 . 

Sign ed - Include parent 's or guardians signature if und er 18. 

(continued from page 22) 
OPEN GOLF 

1. George Morris 52 
2. John Jewell 52 
3. Victor Malafronte 52 
4. Jim Olsen 53 
~ Tom Kennedy 53 
6. Mark Horn 53 
7. Kevin McHugh 53 
8. Dave Lindig 54 
9. Henry Robinson 54 

10. Jere Garrett 55 
GOLF WOMEN'S DIVISION 
1. Tita Ugalde 66 
2. Linda Donnelly 67 
3. Cyndl Birch 69 
4. Cheryl Thompson 71 
5. Laura Engel 72 
6. Patti Hipsky 78 
7. Beth Verish 79 
DISTANCE OPEN DIVISION 
1. Tyrone Hines 118.18 
2. Tim Carmel 112.89 
3. Scott Zimmerman 112.20 
4. Dave Dunipace 105.35 
5. Alan Bonopane 96.74 
GOLF MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Wayne Shurts 118 
2. Barry Fischer 119 
3. John Miller 122 
4. Tom Schot 124 
5. Mike Donnelly 128 
DISTANCE WOMEN'S DIVISION 
1. Cyndl Birch 74.32 
2. Tita Ugalde 70.00 
3. Laura Engel 67.46 
4. Cheryl Thompson 66.23 
5. Patti Hipsky 65.90 
GRANDMASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Ron Wide! 125 
2. Jim Olsen 136 
3. Ed Headrick 148 
4. Bob Gardner 158 
DISTANCE MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. John Miller 99.24 
2. Tom Schot 90.10 
3. Wayne Shurts 86.62 
4. Ted Bowes 82.62 
5. Mike Donnelly 76.59 
DISTANCE GRANDMASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Ron Widel 85.48 
2. Ed Headrick 56.12 
3. Jim Olsen 48.37 
MTA MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Ted Bowes 9.57 
2. John Miller 9.07 
3. Donn Blake 8.74 

Frank DeBernst 8.74 
4. Tom Schot 8.09 
MTA GRANDMASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Ron Wldel 8.82 
2. Jim Olsen 7.89 
3. Ed Headrick 7.70 

NAFDS Austin, TX 
March 29·30, 1980 

The 1978 World Championship team of AI 
Bonopane and Charlie Duvall were back In 
action again and were up to their old tricks 
of stomping out their opponents. 
(continued on page 48) 

The Ernest C. Robes 

SPACE SAUCER: an early 
SO's disc 

• It was the Space Saucer that led C uts 'from a game pl ayed by a few t in lid throw
ing die hards to the popular Ivy League game of t he fifties. Mr. Robes has actua l sales 
invoices show ing that literall y thou sa nds of Space Sau cer di scs that were sold by 
both the Dartmouth and Yale Co-ops from 1954 until1962. 

• The legend ary " Dartmo uth" disc as desc ribed by Stancil j o hnson on page thirt y
five of hi s book FRISBEE , is actual ly one and the same as the Space Sa uce r. Mr. 
Robes had offered a spec ial fund-raising deal to Dartmouth students in which they 
would tak e Space Sau ce r discs home with them to se ll during their summer vaca tions . 
When Stan c il John son was doing the resea rch for hi s book , he ca me ac ross the info r
m ation that Dartmouth students were se lling some sort of disc in the Chi cago area . 
Not havi ng seen the disc and not being ab le to gather any information beyond th at, 
he dubbed it the " Dartmouth" di sc . 

• It appea rs that these Spa ce Saucer purvey ing D artmo uth students brought the 
idea of the Cuts game to Mic hi ga n and the Upper Pen ninsula . Not only did th ese 
home-for-the-summer students pl ay the game of C uts, but eac h Space Sau cer 
pa ckage inc luded a printed instruc ti on sheet that desc ribed an ea rly ve rsion of C uts 
ca ll ed th e " Space Sau cer game" . Once the seed s of thi s game were sown , the Upper 
Pennin sula ca refully nurtured the ga me from its infancy to the fu ll blown sport that 
Cuts is tod ay. 

Co ll ecto rs interes ted in obtai nin g an o ri ginal Space Sa uce r should check this 
issue's Mail O rder Se rvice li sting . 

~ ------
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AVAILABLE NOW!! 
LIMITED QUANTITIES!! 
Sixth Annual UM Flying Disc Festival discs 
(from Apr il 1-2, 19 79) 

119G Y ellow or White w / black h .s. S5.00 
14IG Blue o r White w/ black h .s. 56.00 

Seventh Annual UM Flying D isc Festival d iscs 
(from Apri l 19-20, 1980) 

165G Red or White w / b lack h .s. 55.50 

Sky Pro Red o nly w/ b lack h .s. S4 .50 

Add 5 I . 50 fo r s&h of first disc and 25' for 
eac h additio nal disc. 
Make checks payable to: Jo hn Sappington 

1708 C har lton 

~ ) 
'\ / 

I 

Ann Arbor , M ich . 48 103 

~5; MIDNIGHT 
~;~o/fJ FLYERS TM 

Custom made for the D.G.A. with thirty percent phosphorescen t material (more than 
twice the " glow" of conventional moonlighter discs ') Each Midnight Flyer is individu
ally weighed and marked. Hotstamps available from Hole 1 through 8. Disc weights 
vary up to 8 grams from the "average" listed . Your request for specific weights and 
hole numbers will be filled as available from stock. Order early . These discs are out
standing for a// disc events. 

MOLD 
SIZE NUMBER 
165 g. 80 
141 g . so 
133 g. 100 
11 9 g . 40-4 1 
PRO 22 
FASTBAC K 19-20 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING: 
CO NTINENTAL USA 1 to 3 discs Add :.100 

4 to 8 discs Add ~2 00 

Over 8 discs No shipprng ch arge 

APO " FPO " AL A SKA and HAWAII 

Double hs tPrl shrppmg cha rges Orders ol 
more than Prqht drscs shrpped free of charge 

OV ERSEAS ORDERS 
Add 10 percent of to ta l order for SEA marl delivery Add 
25 percent o f total mder for delrverv by AIR mail Vov wrll 
be brlted at cost for the extra or refunded the d1f1prence 

48 FDM July-August 

AVERAGE 
WEIGHT PRICE 
196 grams $7.50 
I 55 gram s $6.50 
140 gr ams $6.00 
133 g ram s $6.00 
124 grams $5.50 
122 grams $5.50 

TO ORDER: 
Send your name, address. complete 
list of disc selections and Check or 
Money Order to : 

DISC CO VERI :'<G HI E WORLD 
Ea>t Sidr Bo> HS6 * Pro\ idem·e. R. I . * L'SA 112906 

(continued from page 47) 

Marie Bracciale teamed up with Ann 
Campagna to take the Women 's Division. 
In Freestyle, Jens and Erwin Velasquez 
came from a shaky semi-final round and 
put it all together in the final with what is 
reported as one of the all time great 
routines. The Coloradicals took second. 
G. Rose and Laura Engel , current FPA 
Women 's Division World Champions, 
continued their fine play and added the 
Austin Women 's title to their list of wins . 
Newcomer Wally Free won the Master's 
Freestyle, Frank Anthony took DOC, and 
no one came to challenge strong arm Roy 
Pledger in the Grand Master's Division 
FREESTYLE OPEN DIVISION 
1. Erwin Velasquez/ Jens Velasquez 
2. Bill Wright/Rick Castiglia/Doug 

Brannigan 
3. Kevin Givens/Corey Basso/ Larry 

Imperiale 
4. Scott Zimmerman/Eric Wooten/ 

Dennis Loftus 
5. Jeff Soto/Dan Sullivan 
6. Laura Engel/G . Rose 
7. Allen Elliot/Ray Tipton 
8. Peter Lauber!/ Mark Regalbuti 
FREESTYLE WOMEN 'S DIVISION 
1. Laura Engel/ G. Rose 
2. Muggs Curtis/Mary Ann Bowman 
3. Marie Bracciale/Carla Hoffmeyer 
4. Kathy Bednorz/Mikki Colema'l/ 

Millison 
DOUBLE DISC COURT OPEN DIVISION 
1. AI Bonopane/Charl ie Duvall 
2. Tom Martini/Kevin Dooley 
3. Dan Redd ick/Tim Selinski 
4. Chico Mackey/Bob Klongerbo 
5. Jens Velasquez/Erwin Velasquez 
6. Tom Wingo/Moises Alfara 
DOUBLE DISC COURT WOMEN 'S 
DIVISION 
1. Marie Bracciale/ Ann Campagna 
2. Suzanne Fields/Mikki Coleman 
3. Nancy Geiss/Bernice Klongerbo 
4. Carla Hoffmeyer/Kathy Bednarz 

NAFDS Tempe, AZ 
Aprll12·13, 1980 

Tyron Hines does it again! This time it was 
Joe Youngman who had to settle for sec
ond as Tyron splatted out a 122.66 meter 
throw. Beth Verish took the Women 's Divi
sion, and Tom Schot won the Master's 
Div ision . 
In SCF, Joe Youngman proved he was not 
going to retire by totally white washing the 
field in the Open Division. Kathy Steele 
won the Women 's Division and Willie 
Williams, who st i ll hasn 't received his 
medal from last years AFDO, won the 
Master's Division SCF. (It ' s coming , 
Will ie). 
In Master's DOC, it was Will ie again. 
DISTANCE OPEN DIVISION 
1. Tyron Hines 
2. Joe Youngman 
3. Dave Dunipace 

(continued on page 50) 

122.66 
119.25 
116.85 

FLYING DISC MAGAZINE 

U\01J@0 ~ (Q)[J©J®[J ~®[JW0©® 
All Items ore In mint condition . Most Items are In limited supply and are marked • (L) , 
limited ; or (VL), very limited ; or (VL •1 , leu than 5 available . They will be shipped on a 
llrst come , llrst serve bas is . Money will be promptly relunded on all sold out Items 
union you speclly alternate choices. 

1. Space Saucer' · see SS listing al boltom ol page . (VL) 
2. 1979 NAS Senes D•sc-141 g. (50 mold) tO " d1am. 

(red , blue . black . green hot stamp) .. $5 .00 L 
3. 1978 WFC Fastback 91/4 " diam. $3.00 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14 . 

14B. 

15. 

16. 
17. 

Sideline Saucer - Available lhis issue : speci ly Plllsburg 
Steelers (black) or LA Rams (gold) . Same s•ze as Wham ·O 80 
mold . 
Willie Flymg Saucer (red . yellow , wh1te ) 8 3/4 · diam 
Chem-Toy Mmi (pink) .. 
Whizz -Bee (8 7/ 8" diam.) . 
Master Whiz Ring (white. red. yellow) (10 1/4 · d•am.) . 
Current Production CPI All Star .. 
Swedish disc (black , blue . orange) 91/4 " d1am .. 
Chem-Toy Zinger (pink . orange . green)81 / 4" diam 
CPI G1an1 Saucer Tosser (yellow. orange . blue)t5 .. d1am . 
Slmger (yellow)8 3/4 · · diam .. 
First ollering : " NO SLIP GRIP " ollicial 1980 Winler OlympiCS 
I lying disc . Nice live color silk screen 9 3/8 " diam .. 
The other " NO SLIP GRIP " OlympiCS diSC . Also l1ve 
color .. 
2nd Period 60 mold Super Pro (play catch - 1nvent games 
engravmg) with mold number (blue) 10 '' d1am .. 
Discralt Sky Styler. 10 1/2" diam .. 
The GPA Pro - The great 15 mold Wham·O Pro Model . the only 
Pro lelt 1n product ion w1th a cupola . 9 5/ 16" d•am .. 

ITEMS NOT PICTURED 
Wham-0 Frisbee Brand Flying Discs : 
WI 165g ....... . . .... . . .. .. ... 
W2 141 g .. 
W3 119g .. 
W4 Olympic Disc (1 00 mold) ........................ . 
W5 Nighllighter (tOOmold) . 
W6 Masler .............................................. .. 
W7 Super Pro .. 
W8 Pro ................ .. 
W9 Malibu ................................................ .. 
WIO Moonlighter .. 
18. 1978 WFC Faslback 91/4 " diam ....................... . 
D2 DGA Midnight Flyer . mold 22 (new style pro) shown . 
D3 DGA Midnight Flyer . mold 40 .. 
D4 DGA M1dnighl Flyer . mold tOO . 
D5 DGA Midnight Flyer , mold 50 ............. . 
D6 DGA Midnight Flyer , mold 80 (165 g. size') 

Note : All Midnighl Flyer orders will be lilled w1lh lhe heaviest 
disc lelt in stock on a lirst coll'<l. l irst serve basis . 

52 1979 FPA World Freestyle Champ1onsh1ps T ·shirl . Jell Solo 

$4 .50 
$1 50 
$.25 L 
$2 .00 L 
$1 .50 
$2 .50 
$4 00 L 
$1 00 
$3 .50 
$1 .00 

$3 00 

$3 .00 

$6 00 VL 
$4 .50 

$3 .00 

$6 .00 
$5 .00 
$4 .00 
$6 .00 
$6 .00 
$5.75 
$4 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$3 .00 
$6 .00 L 
$6 .50 L 
$7 .00 L 
$750 L 
$8 .00 L 

doing a flamingitis (tan. s1zes S.M,L, and XL) ............. $4 00 VL 
S2w Same as 52 except women 's cut (small s•ze , tan only) .. $4 .00 VL 
S- 7 1979 NAS Series Disc- 119 g. (40 mold) 9 t/4 " d1am. 

(red . blue , black . green hoi slamp) .. $4 .00 L 
The Space Saucer- F~rsl exclus1ve oltering of the " miSSing link " Dartmoulh diSC . 
Some are 1n lhe ongmal package w1th the ongmal set of mstruct1ons lor the Guts l1ke 
" Space Saucer Game ". The discs are 9 t/2 " 10 diameter and are composed of pre· 
polyethylene plastic . Needless to say. lhese discs are limited in quant1ty and are ol 
fered strictly on a first come . first serve basis . All discs are m excellent or better con
dition . 
SS·t Turquo1se marbled color 
SS-2 Red . 
SS-3 Green .. 
SS·4 Yellow (one per person l1m1t) .. 
SS·5 Red (m original package) one per person 11m11 
SS-6 Yellow (in ongmal package) one per person hmll 

Hi! I'm Carol Mold! , director of the FDM Mail 
Order Service, the only mail order service that 
gives you a bl ·monthly updated listing and 
same day shipping . That means any discs you 
order will be at your fron t door wi thin a week's 
time. (Unless you are one of our overseas 
frien ds). Give our speedy serv ice a try, we are 
proud of our handling system , and we know 
you will enjoy the resu lt. 

$15 .00 
$15 00 
$20 .00 
$30 .00 
$30 .00 
$40 .00 

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

7. 8. 9. 

10. ft . 12. 

~L~ ~O,Jfff?~~ ~~~ u o<\ 

~-~ i iJl k -A ~ 
13. 14 . 148. 

15. 16. 17. 

U.S. AND CANADIAN SHIPPING: (one mini disc = 1/ 2 item) any one item .50, 2·3 items 

$1 .00, 4·6 items $1 .50, 7-10 items $2 .00, 11 -15 items $2.50, over 15 items $3.00. 
AIR MAIL OR UPS BLUE LABEL: Send double t he shipping charge as deposi t; you will be bi lled 

for the balance or refunded the difference, if the difference is $1 .00 or more either way. 
OVERSEAS SHIPPING: Send double the l isted U.S. shipping charge as deposit ; you will be billed 
at cost for the balance, or refunded the di fference, if the d ifference is$1 .00 or more ei ther way. 
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL: Send fo ur times the listed shipping charge; you will be billed at cost 

for the balance , or refunded the di fference, if the difference is $1 .00 or more either way. 

Make check or money order payab le to Flying Disc Magazi ne, and send to 
FDM , 28 Werner Park, Rochester, N.Y. 14620. 
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Frisbee T -Shirt 
"And then there was Disc" 

Beautiful three color print on 
Hanes 100% Cotton T -Shirt, 

S, M, L, in light blue, yellow, and tan 
$5.95 plus 1.00 postage. Also 

available in light blue 100% cotton 
surgeon's O.R. shirt $11.95. 

Send to: 
Sundisc Dept. E. 

Box 2365, Boulder, Co. 80302 

FREESTYLE 
PLAYERS 

ASSOCIATION 
All freestylers concerned with the quality 
and nature of competitive freestyle play are 
invited to joi n the Freestyle Player's 
Association . The annual membership fee is 
$3.00 and includes a subscript ion to the 
FPA Forum , an informative and up-to-date 
newsletter covering all the i..s.sues concerning 
competitive play. Send to : FPA , 90 Morton 
Avenue , Apt . 15, Albany , N .Y. 12202. 

WITH "FRISBEE® disc COLLECTING 
BY THE MASTER" 
8 sure fire-can 't miss-why didn't I think of that? 
Secrets on locating discs. Send two one dolla r 
bills to: 

FRISBEE® disc CLEARING HOUSE 
225 Circle Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

50 FDM July-August 

That catalogue of international 
flying discs is finally off the press. 
Write for a free copy today. Send 
SASE to DCW, East Side Box 2456, 
Providence, R.I., 02906. 

SUPPORT THE U.S. 
OLYMPICS HERE NOT IN MOSCOW 

«D~ ~ ~ 
~ 4.1tiSCCNI ~~ 

DISPLAY YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE ATHLETES 
Bumper Sticker With Symbolic Embl em 51 .25 ea . 
Inc. Postage/ Handling Plus Info on " T " Sh i rt s etc . 
Act Now - Ck . or M.O. To : Group Sales Co. 
P. 0 . Box 103, littl e Neck Station, N.Y. 11363 

the country. 

Curren t team mem bers have 
accumulated over a dozen 
nat ional / lnternat•onal 
champ1on sh1ps 

Contact: 
TOM MONROE 
Reg1onal Director 

617 Cleermont 
Hunt sv ille, Alabama 
35801 

(205) 534-2733 

(continued from page 48) 
4. Don Hoskins 
5. AI Bonopane 

104.48 
102.60 

DISTANCE MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Tom Schot 
2. Seppo Niemenen 
3. Ryan Gulp 
DISTANCE WOMEN'S DIVISION 
1. Beth Verish 
2. Punky Garcia 
3. Becky Rebelo 
4. Nanci Hilger 
5. Kathy Steele 
SCF OPEN DIVISION 
1. Joe Youngman 
2. Jerry Garrett 
3. Rick LeBeau 
4. Ed Noble 
5. Snapper Pierson 
6. Neal Dambra 
SCF WOMEN 'S DIVISION 
1. Kathy Steele 
2. Tita Ugalde 
3. Becky Rebelo 
4. Diane Margulies 
5. Beth Verish 
6. Punky Garcia 
SCF MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Willie Williams 
2. Tom Schot 
3. Seppo Niemenen 

4. Ryan Gulp 
DOC MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Willie Williams 
2. Seppo Niemenen 
3. Ryan Gulp 

University of Michigan 
Seventh Annual 
Flying Disc Festival 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Aprll19·20, 1980 

67.72 
67.60 
61 .70 
60.29 
59.78 

SEC/METERS 
10.25/82.22 
9.74/49.32 
9.32/54.91 
9.35/38.10 
8.46/41 .10 
7.74/46.75 

7.02/28 
7.15/15.6 
6.75/22.93 
6.97/15.5 
6.25/15.5 
5.07/15.1 

9.3/40.9 
7.48/40.14 
6.80/NC (won 
playoff) 
6.02/19.6 

Motor City successfully defended the UM 
Guts title they acquired last year, knock
ing off the Cupola Bandits 21 -18, 22-24, 
21 -14 In a three game final. Flinging for 
Motor City were Tom Matusiak, Ron Arndt , 
Gary Ciagloskl, Buz Doucette and AI 
Bauman. The Cupola Bandits tried to steal 
the title with Buck Buchanan, Steve 
Buckley, Norm Dlnser, Gerard Newman, 
Jim Dinser, and after an injury to Jim, 
John Sappington. 

Even the presence of WFC Guts All Star 
team member Jamie Moldt and long time 
Guts great Chuck Schultz cou ldn't save 
the Flying Disc Magazine team from the 
lands of defeat: FDM went down two 
straight. 

In the Women 's division, four time defend· 
ing champion Ring Rays got stopped 
short in their quest to make it five in a row 
and finished third behind the Flywheels 
and People's Choice. 

OPEN GUTS 
1. Motor City 
2. Cupola Bandits 
3. Long Shot 
4. Aldin High 
5. Killer Bees 
Tie PTSM/Spare Parts 

(continued on next page) 

WOMEN 'S GUTS 
1. Fly Wheels 
2. Peoples Choice 
3. Ring Rays 
4. Mill City Flyers 
WALL HITTING DISTANCE 
1. Terry Thiele 
2. Bill Burns 
3. Nick Cafarelli 
4. Jim Herrick 

Bruce Willis 
6. Jim Palmeri 

Tom Field 
WOMEN 'S DISTANCE 
1. Gail McColl 58.1(meters) 
2. Bethany Porter 57.8 
3. Nancy Demers 56.6 
4. Kelly Green 51.6 
FREESTYLE 
1. Jim Herrick/Steve Jennings/ Mike 

Wohl 
2. Bob Rothman/ Andy Lehman/Kinny 

Adams 
3. Nick Cafarelli/Rodney Ketayian 
ULTIMATE 
1. Michigan State 
2. Ferris State College 
3. Grand Valley 
4. University of Michigan 

NORTH AMERICAN 
FLYING DISC CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES 
Sarasota, Florida 
April 26·27, 1980 

DISTANCE 

MASTER'S DIVISION 
Jim Palmeri 
David Perell 
Wally Free 

WOMEN 'S DIVISION 
Suzanne Fields 
Cheryl Harman 
Cynthia Allen 

OPEN DIVISION 
Mike Conger 
John Kirkland 
Jeff Watson 
FREESTYLE 

Open Division 

Meters 
87.02 
84.12 
73.0 

Meters 
74.37 
70.26 
69.49 

Meters 
93.82 
93.18 
91.96 

1. Don Rhodes/Jeff Felberbaum 
2. John Kirkland/Nolan Riles 
3. Su Strait/Robert Fried 

Roger Meier/Greg Beukelman 
Mark Regalbuti/Peter Laubert 

WOMEN 'S DIVISION 
1. Su Strait/Bronwyn Ryan 
2. G. Kirkland/JoAnn Loftus 
3. Cynthia Allen/Lisa Green 

MASTER'S DIVISION 
1. Wally Free/Bonnie Mills 
2. Jim Palmeri 
3. Mort Chalfy/Dave Perell 
GOLF (MASTER'S ONLY) 
1. Jim Palmeri 64-55(119) 
2. Dave Perell 67-62(129) 
3. Wally Free 69-66(135) 
4. Bonnie Mills 75-70(145) 
5. Mort Chalfy 87-74(161) 

ILLUSTRATED MARKETPLACE 
INFORMATION 

These box display ads offer an 
economical, but highly visible, way to 
announce your product or service to 
thousands of disc players every 
month. 

1 inch box costs .............. $10.00 
2 Inch box costs .. ... ........ . $20.00 
3 Inch box costs . . ........ •..• $30.00 

All ads are 2 1 I 4 inches wide. Agency, 
cash , and other discounts do not 
apply . Layout and typesetting charge 
is $15.00 per ad. Art work (other than 
layout and typesetting) billed at cost. 
No layout or typesetting charge when 
camera-ready mechanicals are 
provided. 

Deadline for the Sept./ Oct. issue: 
June 30, 1980. 

Deadline for ads requesting artwork: 
30 days earlier than regular deadline 
dates. Please include payment with 
submission of ad copy . 

CLASSIFIED AD RATES: 
$5.00 for up to 50 words , $.20 per 
word over 50. Phone numbers, zip 
codes, and abbreviations count as 
one word each . Deadline for 
submitting copy is 60 days 
preceeding first day of publication 
month. Please include payment with 
submission of ad copy . 

165 GRAM CLUB DISCS: Two color hot· 
stamp, a beautiful addition to your collection: 
eight doll ars each, add .50 postage per disc . 
Foreign orders add $1 .50 for airmail. Write: 
Disc Covering the World, 19 Coverl ee Drive, 
Westport, Connec ticut, 06880, USA. 

"C HARLESTON FRISBEE disc GYM BAGS." 
After sa les to club members we have a limited 
number of these class ic designed bags left 
These make great gea r/disc bags at onl y 
$15 .00 postpaid . Also Mid-Atlantic south 
Ultimate Tee's white only in Med . XL on
ly, $6.00 postpaid . Contact: Jeff Butler, 1420 
Virginia St. E , Charl es ton , WV 25301 . Or 
phone (304) 346-5639. 

Limited Edition of Gary Chafe's awa rd winning 
Sa nta Barbara Condor: '77-78 Ultimate Cham
pion design on unpigmented 80 C mold. No 
Wham-0 advertising ring . Hand numbered and 
signed by art ist. Price $50.00. Send check or 
money order to Gary Chafe, P.O. Box 4384. San
ta Barbara, CA. 93103. 

ATHLETES have fou nd B-15 to be helpful in 
reducing the build-up of lactic acid (the cause 
of musc le fatigue) and improving the trans
port of oxygen as it's needed for increasing 
energy production and during sudden surges 
of activity. If you want the rea l B-15 based on 
the ori ginal Ru ss ian formula, VITAM IN 
POWE R has it for you in convenient 50mg 
tabl ets. Ca talog of complete line on request 
Send ord er and check or M.O. to: JOAN 
DEMOTT, VP DIST., 533 East Ave., Newark, 
NY 14513. 
100 tabs $7.95 250 tabs $17.75 

S.C. F. WORLD CHAMP MINIS - $1 .00, NEW 
FRISBEE SOUT H MINIS - $1 .50, FB 3 -
$5.00 (st ill the bes t for S C. F.), 1980 NAS clear 
Frisbee discs - $10 a se t plus $2 postage, 
se nd cash, check or money order to: Tom 
Monroe, 617 Clee rmont Dr. SE , Huntsvi lle, AL 
35801 . 

FLOWSPORT - Summer sa le, 1978 NAS NW 
Green Fastback, FB-5, good MTA $4 00 -
1979 NAS NW Coast Indi an T-shi rt, $5.00. 
Please add .50 per item for postage. Doug 
Newland, P.O. Box 5312 Seattle, Washington 
98105. 

COLLECTING SPECIALTY: PLAYING DISC 
I have spec ialized collecti ng efforts toward s 
di scs that portray people, animals or 
charica tures (w iza rd s, etc) PLAYING WITH 
FLYING DISCS. Willing to trade vast stocks of 
diverse plastic for any discs (including 
premiums) that have hotstamp, sc reen or 
label showing the above. Go for it ' Contact 
RON at Disc Covering the World, East Side 
Box 2456, Prov idence, Rl 02906. 

Dall as Ultimate Spring Fling Discs: White 165 
(81 C Mold) with gold, action hot stamp. Nice ! 
Send $6 .50 (includes postage) in cash, check or 
money order to: Mustang Frisbee® . P.O. Box 
3293- SMU, Dall as, Texas 75275. 

COLLECTORS SPECIAL- A lim ited number of 
the famed Sky-Pies are now avai lable for sale 
or trade. This offering all ows you a choice of 
two colors, maroon or red. These original , mint, 
unpackaged discs are priced at $30. eac h or 
$55 for a two color set. The Sky-Pie is one of the 
ea rliest designed plastic discs (late 1940's). Ill
eluded in all orders is a copy of the original 
package and mark eting sheet. Check or money 
order payable to: Dan Mangone, P.O. Box 91 1, 
La Mirada, CA. 90637, (714) 523-5282. 

When buying f lying discs in the Roc hester, NY 
area, the place to go is Winslows Sports on 
the Mall , East View Ma ll , Victor. Stop in and 
see ou r se lec tion . We have them all. 

MAGAZINE & NEWSLETTER SAMPLES ... only 
SO C each. Over 145 publications, covering a 
wide range of interests, to choose f rom. For 
free desc riptive list send a sta mped add ressed 
enve lope to Publishers Exc hange, P 0 Box 
1368, Dept. 224A, Pl ainfie ld, NJ 07061 . 

Demo teams needed for the Dakotas 80-81 
sc hool yea r. Also need a team for a 
clinic /demo in Ft. Lauderdale Aug. 20th. For 
more information contact Frisbee South, 617 
Cleerm ont Dr. SE , Huntsvi lle, AL 35801 . (205) 
534-2733. 
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Late 
breaking 
news! 
Flying Disc Magazine 
expands its operations and 
moves into a bigger office. 
New address: 28 Werner Park, 
Rochester, New York 14620. 
Phone number: (716) 442-6910. 

SKYRO 
DISTANCE 
COMPETITION 
SITE CHANGE 
The new site will be the 
Minneapolis NAFDS tourna
ment July 19-20, instead of the 
Boulder FPA Meet as stated in 
the SKYRO advertisement in 
this issue. For information , 
contact Jim Challas (612) 378-
1393. 

SURGEON'S JAM PANTS· Latest in disc wear. Made of cool , lightweight 
cotton with hidden tie strings. Lets you do your favorite moves in comfort. 
Great for team uniforms. Colors: blue, green & white . Sizes: small, medium 
& large. $9.95 each. 
CANVAS CLUB DISC BAGS - These durable canvas bags, with reinforced 
stress points, will easily accommodate your playing discs and other tourna
ment necessities. Full length zi pper provides total access. Handles, straps 
and tie rings are riveted on for extra strength. Color: Tan only. Sizes: 12" x 
21 " ($9.95), 14" x 30" ($12.95). Custom screening available. 
DISC MIRRORS - First time seen anywhere! Beautiful silk-screened " disc 
graphics" for your wall , yet small enough to be portable. Full size pictures 
of all designs are featured in our free catalog. 
TEAMS - We offer special services to groups. Bulk discounts. Custom 
screening available on applicable items. Un iforms. Unique trophies. Write 
for our free catalog and SAVE. 
Keep those ZZ:Z.ZZZZZZZZ's going with Krylon . 16 oz. can $2.70 
ODDS & ENDS - tee shirts , sweats, metal reproductions, guts gloves and 
much more. 
WRITE for our free catalog or order by mail. 10% discount for 12 or more of 
a kind. 30 day unconditional guarantee on all products. 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. Include card type, account number and 
expiration date. No C.O.D.'s. Kansas residents add 4% sales tax. Be sure to 
include size where needed. 

CLASSIC DISC DESIGN 
Division of M.M.A. 
P.O. Box 13503 
Kansas City, MO 64199 

.,- ---~TAILS of the DISC-

t-iE't , BU.Z. 2- ~IE WANTS 

To SEE: US PLA'fl( We MAY 

DO A ~ALFTIME l.\. 
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Joe Youngman of the Library Bar 

July 7, 1974, Six Years Ago 
The era of the great Highland 

Avenue Aces Guts team came to a 
close when they saw defeat in the 
finals of the IFT at the hands of the 
Library Bar. The "Bar" went onto 
greatness of their own from there, as 
they developed a new dynasty of Guts 
preeminance during the mid 70's . 

June 1969, Eleven Years Ago 
The origin of MTA? The U.S. 

Navy began a research project utiliz
ing Frisbee® discs in hopes of 
developing a flare that would remain 
aloft for a longer period of time than 
their normal flares did. After one 
year and over $350,000, the project 
was quietly tabled. Coincidentally, it 
was in June of 1969 that the first 
Moonlighter Frisbee discs hit the 
market. 

FLYING DISC fv\AGAZINE 

Wodr Uzzple 
by Jamie Moldt 

Unsc ramble the se four 
scrambled words, one letter ~---
to each square. to form four 
ordinary words Some ore disc 
related words 

loHAHARP I 
L--1 -J.....::::IO::::........L..I-----.!1-=-0.J......_I -.1....--...LI 0-=......JI ~~ 
IRUBN I 
IOI IOI 

IPALST 

IOI I 

IDEIGU 

IOI 
Now arrange the circled let
ters to form the surprise an
swer, as suggested by the 
above cartoon 

I IOI IOI 
print answer here 

I I I I 1-1~1---r-1 --r-1 -.---.1 I 
Answer to last Issue's puzzle: 
MTA Stable Thumber Goo11e 

Riddle Answer: "I t Tokes Them To Ploy It" 
Guts 

coming next Issue 

Thinking Metric: Just How 
Far is a 98 Meter Throw? 

Disc Flight Testing: The 
Inside Info on FDM's Test 
Procedures. 

Results from Numerous 
NAS, FPA and DGA Events. 

Interview with Teresa 
Gaman, Women's World 
Champion. 

Flamingitis - An advanced freesty le move in 
which the player, er, the disc, uh ... , well , it's an 
advanced freesty le move that will be more ade
quately defined when we show you a picture of 
one. 
MAC (Midflight Attitude Correction) - The ap
plica tion of a slight glancing blow to a disc in 
flight for the purpose of changing the attitude, 
or ang le of attack, o f its flight through the air
a common freesty le move. 

MTA (Maximum Time Aloft) - A self-caught 
flight event in which a player throws a disc into 
the air and ca tches that sa me disc before it 
touches the ground. The object is to make your 
disc stay in the air as tong as possible before 
catc hing it. 
Normal Curve - Curved flight in which the disc 
is spinning in the opposite direction that it is cur
ving toward. So named beca use this curve is 
launched with the normal , or natural, motion a 
wrist goes through when a disc is thrown. 

Phlaud - Another advanced freestyle move that 
will need a picture in order to be adequately 
def ined. 
Reverse Curve - The opposite of a normal 
curve. The disc is spinning in the same direc tion 
that it is curving toward. So named because the 
ang le of re lease needed to launch a disc with 
this curve is the reverse of the angle with which 
a normal curve is launched using the exact 
same throw. 
SCF (Self-Caught Flight) - In general , any event 
in which a player ca tches his or her own throw. 
Specifically, a competitive event composed of 
both the MT A and the TRC disc iplines 
TRC (Throw, Run, and Catch) - A se lf-caught 
flight event in which a player tries to ca tch his 
or her own throw as far away as possible from 
the point in which the disc was released. 
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P.o . Box 8555 
PRAIRIE VILLAG-E. KANS~S 66208 

@ t ~80 f"L.Y\ NG- f"RONTI E~ 

~1 03 - ::Z.. COLOP.. S<:.REENEO 
0~ U G-HT i3oLUE $ 7 . 99 

ALL T- SHIRTS ~oo% HEAVY WEIG-HT 

COTTON . SIZES - S , M, L, XL . 

*113- Rl>IINBOW 
SCREHlED ON 
NAVY - $7.qq 
~ 

BLUE~ WHITE 
_,...115 - CAP S5:S'o 
¢fib -VISO" 'f.5o 

BLUE~ WHITE 
~117 - CAP $5.S"O 

# 105 - COLLECTOR-E.' 
2. COLO~ HOT STAMP 
ON RED 165 6® DISC 

...-/ ~7.99 

"*'IOI.f- G-OLD 
SC.REEI-lEO OW 

( BLACK $7.qq 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE. (ADD 'f% # 1I8·VISOR ~ .S"o BUMPER. STICKERS 

SALES TAX ON KAlo.lSM; ORDERS) 

MAKE CHECK OR. MONEY ORDER 
PA'<ABLE TO '1 FLYII-J6 FRONTif:P." 
AL.L.OW ~ WEEKS F'O~ DELIVERY . 
FOREIG-N ORDERS WILL BE 'i!-ILLED ADDITIONAL SHIPPIN& C.HAR6E"S. DEALER INl<)UIRIES WELC.OME. 




